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ABSTRACT

This thesis analyzes the planning process in the

River-osborne Di-strict in winnipegr Manitoba, between rg73

and L97 6. rt consists of a theoretieal critique of comprehen-

sive planning and a case study analysis of the experience in
the District. The case study identifies the major strengths
and weaknesses of the planning process and analyzes the

factors leading to its failure to achieve the plan's objectives.
rt proposes arternatives for planning in the District which

attempt to resolve the planning probrems in a del_iberative,

strategic manner.

The thesis concludes that planning in the River-
osborne District must follow an approach based on public
participation and political involvement to respond directly
to the problems and conditions within the planning area.
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CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTTON

PURPOSE: OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this thesis is to study and analyze the

District planning process in the River-osborne district of
winnipeg, between l-973 and 1976. rt began with the initial
objective of preparing a comprehensive plan to guide develop-
ment and change in the area. This initial objective \^/as not
achieved as the process was disrupted before the plan was

completed.,' the pran was writLen, and revised, but the by-law
to implement the plan has yet to be approved by councir. This
thesis, then, looks aL how and why this failure occurred.

The River-osbçrne (or East of osborne) district is an

order, inner city neighbourhood, located in the Fort Rouge

constituency of winnipeg. The area contains a broad range of
land-uses (from residential to commercial and light industrial)
a variety of housing types (from single-family homes to high-
rise apartments), and a diverse resident population (trre

elder1y, students, childless couples, single parent families,
and all income groups). Its location and diversity have made

it very popular, for both residential and commercial activity
as the area continues to develop. rts popularity has had both
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positive and negative inrptications " whiie attractive as a

neighbourhood, the area suffers many problems relating to
development pressures, conflicting land-uses, and a highly
transitory popuJ_ation .

When planning was initiated in itgl3 the objectives were

to prepare a District plan for the preservation of the neigh-
bourhood and the guidance and control of future development

and change. The process was initiated in response to resident
concern with the area, and directed by the legislative arrange-
ments for planning in the City of Winnipeg Act

The planning process \,ras intended to be a model for
citizen participation and innovative planning and initially
gained the support of many residents and (few) local politicians.
However, the objectives were not realized as the process re-
gressed and the final- product (the District plan) \¡/as weak,

ineffective, and defenseless from opposition.
The initial draft of the plan (completed in rg74) was

rejected by the Fort Rouge community committee. rt rvas sub-
sequently revised by the planning Group in L975. sti1l
unacceptable, it was more drastically modified by the Community

committee in rgTG after a bitter battle between planners,
resident groups, and. some local property owners. Even this
revised plan was not accepted by Council until June I l'gTg after
further revision by the legal department of the city of lvinnipeg.
As of mid-1980 the By-law (necessary to impl_ement the plan) has

still not passed councir and the plan is stirl not in effect,
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seven years âfter the planning process began.

The PIan became the subject of civic controyersy and

debate for years following completion of the initial draft in
L974. rn fact, the controversy is still strong in 1980, over
the status of the plan and the corresponding By*raw. Meanwhile
six years have passed,'the PIan has been revj-sed several times
and many of its basic policies and objectives have been violate¿,
making it weak, contradictory and obsolete. At the present time,
many local councillors are anxious to have the by-law approved.
The plannersr orl the other hand, feel that the revisions have

distorted the plan, delays have disrupted the process, and they
would prefer that the plan be dropped entirely.

Regarding this abortive attempt at plannirg, one must

initially question the reasons for the failure. planners tend
to feel that their plans are not effectuaLed due to ,,human

frailty, irrational politics, and bureaucratic pigheadednes s.,,2
This is unacceptable, and as Friedmann suggestsr...,,possibly
the style of planning in which they customarily engage is
inappropriate to the medium--the social context--through which
planning has to work.,'3

Following this suggestion, the style of planning utilized
in the River-osborne area will become the focus of the research.
The style of planning foll-owed in the River-osborne District
was traditional and comprehensive. while the process started
otherwise, the objectives for plannÌng, the elements of concernr
and the nature and content of the District plan are characteristic
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of comprehensive planning.

This is consistent with the prevalent approach to city
planning in canada at the present time. As observed in a rg77

research investigation by page and Lang on Canadian planners,

comprehensive planning is stÍll the predominant style of plan-
ning used in the country and the main product of t.he planning
process is the comprehensive p1an.4 Like the American experi-
encer "contemporary pranning practi-se.. .although different in
some respects from planning practise of twenty )rears â9o¡ is
not that much dif ferent.,'5

The purpose of this study is to analyze the styte of
planning foll-owed in the River-Osborne District between Ig73

and 1976. This will be attempted in consideration of "the
social context", or nature of the River-osborne District, to
determine the effectiveness of this style of planning to
respond to the needs and problems of the neighbourhood. with
this purpose, a basic research design was developed..

ÏT. RESEARCH DESIGN

The research was conducted in a sequence of steps r âS

foLlows:

1. DeveloÞment' of. HyÞothesis

A hypothesis was formulated on the basis o{ two fun-
damental "presuppositions"T of the author concerning the subject
of the thesis.
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Preslrppo'sitions

a. The River-osborne District Plan is a Comprehensive plan by

virtue of the approach to planning (the process) and the style
and content of the final product--the District plan: its goals,
means, and methods of implementation.

b. The River-osborne District planning process r.das a failure
in its inability to deal with conflicts from within and outside
of lh" area and its lack of political support and effectiveness.

Hypothesis

The hypothesis can be stated as follows:
The comprehensive style of planning was unsuitable forthe nature of the planning þroblems in the River-osbornedistrict- rt was manifesteã in the weaknesses in theprocess and, final1y, contributed to the failure of thep1an.

rn this thesis, therefore, the planning, process refers to:
the activity of preparing the River-osborn District planand, following this, _to õarry out the proposars expressedwithin it. ft therefore 

"orr*=i.t= of two ãistrict þrr.="=of plan preparation and implementation.
The plan refers to:

a set of guidelines which can be used by planners, poli-ticians, and local citizens, to^coordinate the futuredevelopment of a neighbourhood,9 orproposals for the development and use of land in thedistrict, and. a description of the measures which thecouncil considers should be undertaken for the improve-ment of the physical, social, and,economic enviroñmentand transportation within the district.l0

2.

Based on the initial assumption of the authorf concerning
the style of planning followed in the River-osborne District
Planning Process, the literature relevant to comprehensive plan-
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ning was selected and reviewed. The intent of this was to
establish a theoretical framework f,rom which to conduct the

(fo1l-owing) research and analysis. "No observation is purely

empirical--that is, free of any ideational elements--as no

theory is purely ideatlonal."" All inferences implicate theories,
in the broadest sense of the term. "6

The review of the l-iterature was essential to understand

the principres of comprehensive planning--its objectives or

purposes, the style of planning or approach inherent in it, and

its adaptation ancl. use in contemporary planning practise. The

review al-so presented the major critiques of comprehensive

planning. The purpose of this was, ultimately, to lead to the

analysis of the River-osborne District planning process to

understand the problems and conditions of comprehensive plan-

ning which \dere relevant in this experience.

3. Data Collection

A selective approach was followed in the process of data

collection, corresponding with the outline of the thesis and

the objectives of the research.

The basic sources included the following:

a. Studies' surveys, and selected analyses of the River-Osborne
area.

to stud.y the area for which the plan was prepared,
including the social, economic, and physical elements
of the community which the plan should be addressing.

b. Planning legislation in the City of Winnipeg Act.

to understand the overall approach to planning in the City
of winnipeg and its impl-ications for planning in the River-
Osborne Districtr



d.

B

c" Original pamphlets, letters, minutes from rneetings (for
exampler of the Fort Rouge Community Còmmittee -ña ResidentAdvisory Group meetings) and other âocuments from the periodduring which the plan \.{as prepared.

- to understand the local attitudes towards the process andthe events which occurred during the initial pirase of th;planning process.

rnterviews with a wide range of people who were activelyinvolved in the process or knowlãagãrnr" about the area andthe process itself.
to determine the perceptions of participants of the pran-ning process, attitudeã towards lrre pIan, and the statusof the plan at the present time.

This information was essential to understand the events which
occurred. prior to, during, and after the preparation of the
District Plan, the perceptions and attitudes of participants and

the community members, the actual approach which was taken, and.

an evaluation, in retrospect, of the planning
purpose of this was to better comprehend the
accurately present the strengths and weakness

process and the District pIan.

4. Analysis

The analysis of the River-osborne District planning
process was conducted in several stages.

a. The discussion of the event.s preceding the i-nitiation of
the planning process to understand the response of the planning
group and the orientation of the process.

b- The review and anarysis of the planning process: the
stages of the process¿ the. developrnent. of the pl_an. and the
problems and conflicts encountered in pl_annlrrg.

process. The

process and

of the planning
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c. The identification of the comptrehensi.ye elenents of, the

planning process and the District P1an.

d. The analysis of the weaknesses of the process, both in its
traditional comprehensive orientation and application to this
particular situation.

5. Present'ati-on of Alterrr.aio-.=

Fina11y, a chapter of the thesis was devoted to the

discussion of an alternative approach to planning in the area,

based on the weaknesses of the original approach and supplementary

literature deal-ing with this subject. It was the contention of

the author that Lhe critique and analysis woul-d be incomplete

without the presentation of some alternatives by which the pro-

blems identifíed in the original process could be utilized

constructively to propose a more effective p1-anning process.

IÏI. SYNOPSIS

The thesis follows an order suggested by the research

process. Chapter two presents the literature relevant to

comprehensive planning, its attributes and purposes, critiques
and evaluation. Chapter three looks at the framework for plan-

ning in the city. Chapter four involves a study and analysis

of River-Osborne District planning process. ft is divided into
four sections dealing firstly with a description of the neigh-

bourhooC and its predominant characteristics. This is followed

by an analysis of the planning process, the Plan and its com-
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ponents¿ and the weaknesses in both of these. These are then

summarized as the experience is interpreted and linked to the

comprehensive style of planning. chapter five presents an

alternative approach to planning in the River-Osborne District,
following from Lhe preceding analysis and the means by which

the problems which were identified could be resolved.
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FQOTNOTES

1- Dates provided by the Assistant crerk, city ofWinnipeg, Winnipeg, ManÍtobã, February B, 1980.

2. John Friedmann, llThe Future ofA Critiquê,', public Admtnis'trati.on Review
Comprehensive planning :
3 (May-June l-97L): -?17.

3.

¿.

Profile, "
Canadian
p. 8.

Ibid., p. 317"

John Page and Reg. Lang, r,Canadian planners inpaper presented at the annual conference of thernstitute of planners, Toronto, ontario, 27 June rg77,

B . rbid. , p. BB.

The test hypothesis is a conjecture or surmise whichmay emerge as the solution to the probÌem...This is whatwe think may very well be the trutir of the matter, andwe !hg* organize the inquiry so as to facilitate irr"decision on whether the-conjecture i-s correct...when thetest hypothesis has been established, it is said toconstitute a fact or 1aw, according Èo whether it isparticular or general in content. we quite literallyreach a conclusion. T'he inquiry and the process of -
deliberation as to its outcòme ñave been concfuded.

5. Jerome L. Kaufman, "contemporary planning practise:
state of the Art," in pranning in ameiica: Learnins fromTgrÞlrlence , êd. David Instituteof Planners , 1974) , p. II7.

6 - Mr"-ham Kapran, The conduct of rnquiry, {san Francisco:Chanbler Publishing Company

7 - Kaplan defines presuppositions in The conduct ofIlquiry, stating that "We presuþþose, in "rr"rffi"tof genèralizations, both aLout óùr materials and about theinstruments by which they are to be transformed in the otherscienoes, from everyday Ênowledge, from the experiences of con-fIict, and. frustrations which mótivated our inquiry, from habitand tradition...Presuppositions are brought to the problematicsituation. " rPid._, p. 87. These were deiived from þersonalexperience wlth-the area as a resident and previous member ofthe Fort Rouge Resident Advisory Group; froir study and evaluationof the area and of the Distri-ct plan itself

The hypothesis is ? "test hypothesis" as defined byKaplan in Thê Conduct of fnquiry
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9 " Clty of !{innipegr Planning Division, District plans

Section, "ff,oslyn East¡ A District plan Conceptr pâper distributed
to the River-.osborne District, winnipeg, l,ianÍtobà¡ March r974.

10. city of winnipegr Department of Environmental plan-
lllg, "River-Osborne DisÈrict plan, " Iatinnipeg, Manitoba, May,
1-976, p. iÍ.
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CH.APTER II

REVIE T OF THE LITERATURE

T. TNTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to establish the theo_
retical framework for the study and analysis of the River-
osborne District planning process. The literature which concerns
comprehensive planning -- its principles, purposes, strengths and
weaknesses -- wilr be reviewed to provide a basis for the em-

pirical study.

rÏ. THE COMPREHENSIVE STYLE

1. Philosophy

While originating (in concept) in early Utopian thought,
the comprehensive style of planni-ng was formally proposed by
Frederick olmstead (1911) and Alfred Bettman (rgzB) in the terms
of the General plan for American city planning.l The General
Plan was intended to be a "master desi-gn,,or broad policy
statement to guide the physical growth and development of the
city. rt was general, long-¡ange, and comprehensive, encompas-
sing working and r-iving areas, community facilities.' and the
circulation system of the city as a who1e. rt atternpted to
coordinaLe these eiements to optimize departmental planning and
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engineering projects. 2

comprehensive _planning is correlation at the top¡ theintegration of particular objectives and courses of.action-..organized-. -into an overall slrategy and planof 'action for the organism aa a who1e.3

ultimately, the comprehensive plan was a clear and firm
"constitution"-like document to which 1ay decision-makers
(lay in the sense of technical expertise) could refer in matters
of physical devetopment. with it, they coul-d relate immediate
projects to the larger scheme of long range growth and deverop-
ment of the city.4

The local government needs an instrument which estabiisheslong-range, g'eneral policies for physical development ofthe community in a coordinated., uniriea manner, ãnd whichcan be continually referred to in decidinq upon thedevelopment issues which come up every ,"ã:..5
The comprehensive style was later refined by Edward

Basset in The Master plan (1928) in which seven "mapable"

elements, which must be dea]t with, were listed. These, i_n-

cluding streets, parks, public building sites, public reser-
vations, public utility routes, harbour links, and zoning dis-
tricts for the city as a who1e, hiere of a strictly physical
nature and limited to areas of public jurisdiction.6 private
development was involved only to the extent that overlaps may

occur (for example, directing deveropment through zoning) or in
the provision of the cityts infrastructure to accommodate

private development.

The p14n was general in the sense that it outlined
cesirabre future development, by presenting the official poli-
cies of the municipal legislative body. Detair was limited
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to those policies concerning the arrange¡4ent of physical
elements. "rt is the clarification of land-use goals of a

generalized nature which, when adopted by the legislature,
will become the, broad framework for further implementation.,,T

The plan was comprehensive to the extent that it encompassed

the entire urban area, integrating the physical elements and

interpreting goals for their development in a systematic,
rational *urrrr"r. B

The planrs claim to legitimacy v/as its representation
of the goals of the council as well as Lhose of the community

(who were represent.ed by the council). conseguently, goals

were broad and general, stated in terms such as "health,
safety, morals, order, convenience, prosperity, and. general

welfare" on which everyone in the community could rgr.".9

EvolutÍon

From the initial style of comprehensive planning

developed the notion of a "true comprehensiveness,,. l0

The new city planner will be concerned with physicalplanning, economic planning, and social pIanning...
An expanded scope reaching all matters of public
concern will make planning not only a more effectiveadministrative tool of local government but will also
bring planning practise c199er to the issues of real
concern to trre ãitizens. . .11

This expanded scope was the result of two principal
phenomena. Firstly¡ wâs the basic misinterpretation of the

notion of conprehensj-ve planning from comprehensively planning
the physical elements of the city, to one of comprehensively

looking at all elements of the city. ït became both general

2.
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and specific in focus. long-fAlge and short-ranger physical
and socio-economi".12 This has continued to determine the

application and use of the comprehensive method of planning

to the present time. As the first (and perhaps only) scien-
tific approach to planning it has become the most widely used

model, applied in a variety of planning contexts from the
neighbourhood to the city or urban region.

secondly, the scope of pi-anning increased as the social
and economic problems within the city intensified and required
recognition by poricy-makers and planners. physical planning

had failed to create the ideal city, free of social and economic

problems. An al-ternative dealing with these issues became
.13l-mperatr-ve. However, due to the strong physical orientation

of the comprehensive process, inherited from the original
interpretation, the objectives, analyses, and. programs of the
non-physical realm \,vere only indirectly approached in the plan-
ning process. The arrangement of physical erements became

integrated with the design and. management of institutions
directry involved with problems of an economic or social

.14nature.

True rational comprehensiveness, then, came to involve
the identification and consideration of all- goals of the com-

munity, from the broadest to the narrowest of the alternative
policies and programs to achieve these goals ¡ âs well as those

external variab]-es which could affect these policies or
-15goal-s.
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Process

The process of

attempt at scientific
preparation of plans.

comprehensive planning reflects the

rationality and comprehensiveness in the
16

rnitially all data relatlng to physical, economic, and

social conditions must be collected and analyzed to formulate
the goals and objectives which ul-timately provide the framework

for pl-anning. This involves a thorough look at al1 issues and

elements within the planníng area to determine the problems and

opportunities for planning with consideration to community

values or the public interest, in defining these problems.lT
The development, evaluation, and. selection of arternative
policies and programs v¡as directed toward the achievement of
community goals in the most efficient manner. The process

should be conducted in the most scientific, rational- manner

in the sense that all information has been revi-ewed and

analyzed, all relevant variables have been considered, and

the best choices have been *-d".18

The plan is implemented through the utilization of lega1

and administrative tools available to planners. This tra-
ditionally means the enforcement of zoníng by-lu.ws.19 The

process is intended to be a continuing one in which continual
feedback, updating, and refining of the plan was conducted i-n

response to new data or conditions in the area,, changing goals

concerning its future development, and as new methods and

techniques of analysis and implementation are developed. The

)
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and programs

maintain, within

f.or the planning

the .process. I

area at any
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the optimal policies

poÍnt in tirn" . 
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ÏII. CRITIQUE

comprehensive planning has continual1y been redefined
and modified to apply to a wider range of pl-anning problems

within the city. rt has also been critically reviewed âs, even

in its new forms, it continually proves unsuccessful in many of
these situations. This section reviews Lhese critì ques, focusing

on the "new comprehensiveness" in contemporary planning practise.
1. Goals

The goals of comprehensive planning are broad and rong-

range. while sufficient for dealing with the entire ubran

infrastructure (as the initial comprehensive plan entailed)
they have proven inadequate f or the pr,trposes of planning today.

Goals of this nature retained their popularity while
comprehensive planning was evolving. Planners were avvare that
their plans were, in large part, based on the representation
of community goa1s. They attempted to maintain those goals

which were generar or broad enough to be agreed upon by alr
members of the community.2r For example, goals invorving
beauty or efficiency can be easily agreed upon by the community,

even while notions or expectations of both may vary.

The adyantage of this was the sinrplification of the

planner's task in attempting to understand and represent a

diverse community of interest =.22 However, the problems are
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more significant. In his an4lysis of copprehens.ive planning,
Farbman refers to comprehensÌve goals as vague and easily
agreed upon statements which are usually indisputable but
meaningl-ess as well. He refers to an interview with John

Dyckman who states that these broad goals create a "tension
in the plan between land-use prescriptions which are plural--
istic and detailed and behavior goals which are kept in a

very grey and hazy state.u23 A gap or incongruity thus
appears in the plan which is supposedly bridged by the plan-
ner who attempts to keep the relationship ]nazy to obscure

the inconsistencies. Thus the translation of human values and

goals to land-use prescriptions remains unclear and dependent

on the plannerrs own judgrment.

criticisms of comprehensive planning have emphasized

the failure to reduce these goars to meaningful and operative
levels, to effectively instruct dai1y, weekly, monthly, or
even annual planning end.eavor =.24 problems of a specific
nature' relating to specific physical, social t or economic

issues require "low leve1" goals which respond to the immediate

l-oca1 context.25

The logic of comprehensive planning is inconsistent
with the imperatives for action. societar actíonstend to be focused on limited objectives and areresource mobilizing as well- as résource using, shortrange in. conception. (although informed by 1oág range
purposes) o opportunistic¡ and. dependent üpon tem-porary coalitions for accornplishing their ends.26

At the local leVel, the nature of the problens and issues war-
rants the consideratÌon of politics of decision-making and the
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formulation and implementation af growth and developnent
strategies to bring planning to a more rerevant and useful
form -27 ence the planner rearizes this, he can participate
in the process of decÍsion-makirg. He can propose s strategy
for deveropment which encompasses r-'imited objectives, re-
cognizes political realities and differentiates between and
among people and. area=.28

The Rigid prescriplion

comprehensive planning has traditionally been noted for
its rigidity as the goals reflect ideal futures and the means

to achieve these are explicitly stated and intended to be fol_
l0wed as stated. T-J- Kentr âr early analyst of the compre-
hensive process, stated that policy must be rigid and a

flexible plan is not a plan at all. The single, authoritative
comprehensive plan established specific rules to guide depart_
mental planners and decision-*.k"r=.29

critiques of the rigidity of the comprehensive process
state that the attempt to control outcome, in advance, and.

suppress undesirable change, should be replaced by more

creative, flexible pranning which is less deterministic. 30

However, when planners rearize that unforeseen circumstances
or externar variables could prevent the achievement of goals
or politices (stated in the plan), they attempt to protect
the process from disruption by reverting to comprehensive
planning.
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A very rigid¡ colrlPleted plan or series of plans would

only inhibit response to unforeseen circumstances, however.

This could intensify the severity of the problem (with an

inappropriate response or none at all) or disrupt the plan
altogether if a piece in the pvzzle was removed.. The changes

in the external- planning environment thus require a frexible,
adaptive, and. st.rategic planning proces=.31

3. The Myth of Rationality
The comprehensive process implies that pranners must

propose the effective, efficient policies and programs to
achieve the goals detailed in the plan. Basically, the .ration-
alistic model suggests that the planner "becomes aware of a

problem, posits a goa1, carefully weighs alternative means, and

chooses amongi them according to his estimates of their respective
merit, with reference to the state of affairs he prefers.u32
rn reality, this process is neither so rational nor direct,
however.

rnitially, goals are usually determined as a resurt of
complete interaction among elected officials, administrators,
planners, and various formal and informal interest groups.
conseguently, the weighing of effectiveness or preference
by the community is a very complicated endeavor. As var-ues and

goals vary, conflicts may develop among members of the community;

as the impact (positive or negatiye) of prograrns or policies are
not uniform, different groups may appïove or object. more strongly
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??than others."

Additionally, planners encounter serious- difficulties
in weighing, evaruating¿ and selecting among abstract values
and alternatives.

sociar decision-making centres. . . frequently do not havea =p":l:l..agreed upon set of values that äould providethe criteria for evãruating alternatives. values,rather, are fruid ard are ãffected byr âs well as affect,the decisions made.34

ïn order to understand the nature of the system in which
planning takes place and make the most rational decisions on
programs and policies, planners require all the information
(caIled the "life blood" of p1anni.,g35) is essential because
the accuracy of response depends chiefly on the accuracy of the
preceding diagnosis. The right questions must be asked and
the information obtained filtered through the system without
major distortio.r.36

However, experience has proven that this is impossibte.
The public, which is the principle source of information, is a

non-rational and non-scientific source. The fairure, then, to
obtain the current and. meaningful information required to make

rationar decisions prevents the achievement of true compre-
hensiveness and questions the notion of rationality.3T

public

create

comprehensive planners attempt to interpret and priorize
values into a single hierarchy of community goa1s, to
a "blueprint of vaIues"38 to guide the planning process.
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This has. proven i¡possible in a hÌgh1y complex turburent
environment (socialry. economically and polit.ically) . This
type of environment creates rrmajor uncertainties, nulrifies
some decisions, renders others incapable of implementation,
and turns still others back upon themselves so that their
consequences are noL intended.,,39

Planners have attempted to dear wÍth the conflicts
inherent in a pluralistic society by priorizing conflicting
goa1s, and calculating trad.e-offs among them in constructing
their hierarchies. However, Friedmann warns that:

- - . speciar interest groups predominate and where theplanners t values threaten þowerful and self-regardinggroups, the latter are generally capable of fruãtratiñgthe intentions of the p1a¡.40

The ability of planners to represent the entire community, then,
is questioned when these compromises occur.

rnitially, varues and goars may vary among different
geographic areas or communities within the city. while this
may be based on different population characteristics (ethnicity
or socio-economic status, for example) it arso results from
their location within the city, their rel_ationship with and

vulnerability to external phenomen-. 41

Even wit.hin a defined geographic area, values and goals
will vary, and it is erroneous of planners to assume a con-
sensus at this Ievel. The same conflicts in value positions
and personal goals which exist among: neighbourhood are apparent
wÌthin them, leading one to question even the concept of neigh-
bourhood.
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c.,we ¡nust cease to look at comrnunity in holisticand dichotomous terms.. This. is as tiue of its spatialas of, its social characteristics. ,.When the world oftelemobility has impinged upon every househoid, thedesire to create comprehensive, seli-contained, i-"-timate, face*to-face communities...is an il-J_usionaryquest because it misreads the scale of life ...42 '

Ho\'r, then, can it be assurned that a single statement of goals
can be formulated for any neighbourhood by comprehensive plan-
ners who are often independentl-y interpreting and compromising
public values?

Humam Limitations

comprehensive planners are expected to deal with all of
the information they obtain in a thorough, efficient manner.

They should identify, understand, interpret, and evaruate the
signars from the public, the data pertaining to the planning
problems, the alternative and conflicting points of view and

the priorities amongst goals. And, they must do this according
to the principles or directions of comprehensive planning. This
is impossible; "mature judgments will always be too scarce, and

the limitations of human intellectual capacities will never
permit adequate comprehension of the urban system's complexi-

..43Î-l_es. "

ïn addition, planners are inevitably influenced or
biased by their own value positions / despite the attempt to
maintain objectivity in planning rationally and scientifically.
rn fact, Friedmann suggests that planners often investigate
public attitudes and goals onry superfÌcially to prevent the
disruption of their or^¡n process, by unresolvable conf licts or

q
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developed a set of, planning or design

predetermine the goals of the plan and
Ãtr,goa1s. '"
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they rnay haye already

principles which will
substitute for community

CommunÍcation: The public

The process of comprehensive planning aggravates the
difficulties in accurately identifying and representing public
goals- Friedmann refers to the barriers to effective communica-

tion between planners and. their clients (tfre publ_ic) in a critique
of comprehensive planning. Foremost among these is the elitist
and defensive attitude of planners. He states that most planners
who believe in their superiority, rationality and knowledge

projects this self-image to their clients in an effort to re-
inforce their purpose and rore. while people are alienated by

this image they. also trust experience more than rational objec-
tivity and seek to avoid contact and communication with plrrr.r"r".46

webber attributes this barrier to communication and

cooperation to the sheer efficiency and inflexibility of com-

prehensive planning. when the process has been initiated, its
montentum or continuity could easily disrupted by unanticipated
or undesirable interjections. These are subsequently avoided
by consciously projecting a condescending attitude toward the
primary source of these interjections -- the public.47

Rationality implies that direct participation by the
public is not always desirabre. This is especially true when

decisions are very serious, have numerous and serious implica-
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tions, and wh.ere. technicar expertise ¿nd professional opinion
is felt =rrp"rior.48

Because of this elitist attitude, a comrnon feature of
the comprehensive process is the Ínterpretation and formulation
of planning goals from information from the public by planners

alone. These are then presented to the community for reaction
and approval- when the plan is nearly complete. This both
alienates and overwhelms the public because of their ignorance

of technical and professional documents, and because of the
broadness of the goal,= th"*="lves . The plans, written in
general and abstract terms are often meaningless to the public,
especially when the impact of policies or proposals is impossible
to detect.49 The plans are subsequently ignored until goals are

reduced to more specific proposals; the rack of response is
attributed to either consensus of approval or apathy on the
part of the communiay.50

critics suggest that this is one of the greatest weak-

nesses of the comprehensive style of planning. They advocate

the benefits of effective participation, within or outsid.e the
context or comprehensive planning. For example, Fried.mann

proposes the replacement of the traditional means of communica-

tion (through formal documents) with a continuing series of
personal and verbal co.rtacts.51 planning should become man-

centred and decentral-izeð., reaching down into the streets to
allow the public to express their concerns to planners in a

cooperative, egalitarian proc"=r.U'
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Com¡nunication: The Politicians
The discord which often exists between planners and the

public is similar to that between planners and decision-makers.

comprehensive planning has traditional-ly been detached (pur-

posely) from poIitics.53

rt should initially be emphasized that the political
process is vital to the planning process. planners rely com-

pletely on the legislative powers of local politicians for the

implementation of their reconmendations in the comprehensive

p1an. "rmplementing powers are¡ to a large extent, determined

by the distribution of power in a system...the capacity to plan

is linked. directly with the implernenting process.,'54 rhis has

unfortunately been overlooked or ignored. comprehensive plan,
ners, in their attempt to be rational, have excluded politics
from the process because of its irrational, incremental quali-

5str_es.

This negative attitude has been reciprocated by decision-
makers who cannot understand the purpose of plans containing long-
range, esoteric aoa1s. They have gradually lost confidence in
planning and planners themselves. Kaplan states that comprehen-

sive, two-dimensional- design schemes are doomed to failure
because they are not aLtuned to the politics of mutual adjust-
ment, bargaining, and compromi=".56 D".i=ion-makers prefer to
concentrate on issues of direct, immediate concern which they

can observe, evaluate, and which are politically popular and

7.

reflect posit.ively on the council. I{hen presented with com-
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prehensive{ long-terrn plansn then,, thei¡ inrmedi.ate treaction is
one of skepticism and rejection (especially if these plans are

controversial in nature) .57

L Oata, ¡lode1s, and techn'igues

Comprehensive planners attempt to gather and anal-yze.

information in a rational, scientific manner, corresponding

with the objectives of the planning style.5B Friedmann

summarizes the implications of this orientation;
...the method of system-wide balances has 1ed to an
over-emphasis on stability; quantitative modeling has
encouraged the neglect of the actual conditions govern-
ing policy and program implementation; and the claim
to functional rationality has made planners insensitive
to the value implications of their work...59

Techniques of data analysis and projection, borrowed from the

physical sciences and intended for quantitative data, have been

applied to qualitative information in the comprehensive process.

comprehensive planners, many of whom rack the training and. ex-

ertise to use mathematical models correctly, are faced with
this task. The most coinmon result is the making of subjective
probability judgments to rationalize the translation of values

to physical objectives to conceal the gaps which may occur in
the process. Models are simply not equipped to perform many

of the functions involved in working with value based, qualita-
tive inf ormato.r . 

6 0

Friedmann and Hudson suggest that the problem starts long

before planners actually attempt to an4lyze data, i. the stages

of information gathering. They state that information systems



are problenatic i.n terms of; the falsification
of information in the process of aggregation,

mation of knowledge into mathematical- models.
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of data, the loss

and the transfor-
6t

Planners also rely heavily on census data (to supplement

their own surveys) to understand the social- and physical charac-

teristics of Lhe environment in which they are planning. Muhlin

and Milcarek, in their analysis of census information, warn

against the use of census data which is very sel-ective and often
based on poor enumeration to misrepresent the situation in

62reality. -- This warning extends to the technique of forecasting
which is utilized to predict the future. projection, based on

probability models, uses empirical data and historical evid.ence,

and replicates static or existing conditions. Tt thus fails to
accommodate for unanticipated phenomena which may a]ter the
situation drastically, but unfortunately cannot be predicted
mathematicatly.63 with the exception of very short periods of
time, then, projections tend to be highly inaccurate in dealing
with the uncertainty which the future bears. Michael observes

that "mathematical models have never been successful at re-
presenting the properties of turbulent environments and. emergent

systems whose characteristics, by definition, are not specifia-
ble. "64 considering that t.he goals of comprehensive planning

are very long-range in nature and are directed at the contem-

porary city with these very propertiesn the utility of these

models must be questioned
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9. rhe Pþysic.al BiFs

comprehensive plann'ing has an inherent physical bias,
originating in the first interpretatfon of the planning sty1e.
Haar, in his analysÍs of the Master plan, states that Basset

was too narrow in his limitation to physical elements of the
city, especially in the modern, complex ciLy. Furthermore, the
approach outlined by Basset has been interpreted far too
literally by urban planners, despite changing conditions in
the city.65 Hanson attributes the physical bias in comprehensive

planning to legislative and administratíve guidelines for planning
which focus on land-use controls. He also blames traditional
planning schools which have perpetuated this orientation by

teaching the principles and techniques of comorehensive planning.66

Comprehensive planners have traditionally relied on land-
use controls for purposes of policy implementation. This was

a basic principle of the original "Master plan" and remains an

integral part of the comprehensive process today. The zoning

ordinance which was one of, Bassetrs seven mapable elements is
stil1 the pri-nciple means of implementing comprehensive pI-r=.67
This is in spite of recurring proof of its obsolescence in ol¿er,
built-up areas of the city. rn these areas, the problems are

more urgent than the separation and designation of land-uses

and despite its modifications, the zoning ordinance is simply

not adequate. This applies to most land-use controls which,

useful in certain situations ¡ cannot begin to deal with the

complex social, economic, and political el-ements with which
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contemporatry must d"al,6B

The notion of physical determinism has traditionally
been noted in comprehensive planning. It was originally
believed that the physical environment was a major determinant

of social behavior and a direct contributor to human welfare.

Consequently, the resolution of social and economic problems

was through the manipulation of the physical environm"^t.69

But,

buildings donrt have problems, only people...The focus
of attention is being redirected from the city's real
estate to its social and economic conditions; and
urban renewal and city ptr-anning show signs of shifting
from the traditional concentration on land-use to
conditions of urban life.70

However, planners are resistant to change despite the many

challenges to the traditional, comprehensive approach to plan-
. 7Inr_ng.

The general plan as \de know it is urgently in need of
complete restructuring to respond to a different set
of purposes. . .i¡üe cannot preach a doctrine that planning
should reflect social and economic need.s if we are bound
by physical plans that do not permit us to respond to
shifts in those needs over short term intervals...if
social and economic needs...are to be construed as of
only limited importance, we can be content "to relate"
to them in the design of our cities. If we consider
them to be truly important, it is necessary to go
beyond "relating" to them and start responding to them.72

rV. CONCLUSIONS

general

1930 I s

adapted

Comprehensive planning today is a derivation of the

or master planning concept formulated in the 1920rs and

in the United States. It has been revÌsed, updated, and

to contemporary pl-anning problems as time went on and
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circumstances necessitated, but without satisfactory resul_ts.
Accordingly it has become the subject of review and critique
in the recent literature on plannirrg.

The outstanding theorists referred in
the comprehensive style of planning are T. J

the critique of

. Kent, John

Friedmann, Alan Altshuler, and Melvin webber.73 The folrowing
is a summary of the basic critiques of comprehensive planning
as represented in the literature revj_ew.

1. The goals of comprehensive planning are long-range,broad, and vague. They simþtity tñe situaLíon (órplanning problems) in an attempl to represent theentire population.

Comprehensive goals, in representing an ideal endstate, fail to lead to action in diiect terms.
The comprehensive process is rigid, authoritative,
-rrg non-adaptive to changing goãts, circumstances,and interferences.

The principles of efficiency and rationality areunrealistic with human values, uncertainty, andquarit.ative data; information is never complete.
fn a complex, pluralistic society it is impossibleto establ_ish a true consensus of planning goats,as attempted in comprehensive plañning.
Humans lack the intellectuar and technical capacityto deal with all the information and variablei re-quired to achieve comprehensiveness. planners arenaturally biased despite attempts to be value-freeand objective.

The comprehensive process creates barriers to com-munication with the public and political representa-tives.

)

3.

4.

5.

6.

B.

comprehensive planning has been misinterpreted andnisused. ft has been applied to situatiãns for whichit was not intended, without sufficient modificationor adaptat j'on.

10.
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rn theory. the colnprehens-ive style gf planning leaves much to
be desired. It is neither as comprehensive nor as effective
as its princÌples would suggest. rn addition, when utilized
in situations for which'it has not been intended or adapted
its weaknesses are magnified. The critique developed in this
chapter identified these problems and weaknesses. ïn doing so,
it established a framework for the analysis of planning in the
River-osborne District, to illustrate the comprehensive process
in practise.
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69- Webber, I'Comprehensive Planning and Social Responsibi-1ityr" p. 96¡ Herbert J. Gans, r'The Need ior planners trainedin Policy Formulationrrt in Urban pl.rri@,
ed. Ernest Erber (New Vort<

70 - Robinson, 'tBeyond. the Middle-Range Bridge, " pp. lB4-185
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.. 7L. Kaplan, City Planning in the L960ts, p, g7 ; Webber,
"Comprehensive elanñiñg a ity," p. 96¡
Bernard J. Frieden. lrNew Roles in social policy planning:ri' in
urban Planning in Transition ed. Ernest Erber (¡tew york:

72. fsadore Candeubr tlNew Techniques in Making theGeneral Planrt' in urban prgrr;!"g in Tta , (New york: 1970)pp. 2IB-22L.

73. The critiques of comprehensive planning have largelybeen extrapolated from Carles Lindbolmts theorieJ on incremenltalism developed for planning in administrative theory. Noattempt has been made, in this research, to represent thesetheories because of its focus (administrative Lrreory) which is
beyond the scope of this research.
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CHA,PTER III

qHE LEGISLATTVE FRÄMEWORT(

I. INTRODUCTION

The Directions for planning are provided in the city
of winnipeg Act under "city plans". Tn the following chapter,
planning legisration will be reviewed and interpreted to
understand the approach taken in the city of winnipeg, es-
pecially at the neighbourhood level. The intent of this is
to provide a context for the subsequent study of the planning
process in the River-Osborne planning district.

rf . THE LEGTSI,ATTON

The legislative directions for planning in the city of
winnipeg Act provide for three levels of planning in the city
(and additional zone). The Greater Winnipeg Development plan

(formerry the Metropolitan Development plan) encompasses the
entire city and the additional zone. The District plans are

intended for specific districts (designated by council) in the
city, and Action Area Plans are prepared for smaller neighbour-
hood size areas within the Districts. This hierarchy of prans,
with incre4sing specificity as the Iowe,r 1eve1s, treats the
city in a Very thorough, comprehensive manner. This is apparent
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in the legis1ation.2
ilGreater Winnipeg deVeloppent plan!' means a statementof the cityts policy and generãt proposar-s in respectof the development or use of the rar,ã in the city andthe additional zone, set out Ín texts, maps or itlus-trations, and measures f,or the improvement of thephysical. social and economic environment and trans-portation;
ttdistrict pIan" means a plan for a district within thecity or the additional zone which consists of text orillustrations formulating in such detail as the councilthink appropriate, proposals for the development anduse of land in the district, and. a description of themeasures which the council considers woulã Ue undertakenfor the improvement of the physical, social an¿ economicenvironment and transportation within the district;
"action area plan" means the statement of the city'spolicies and proposals for the comprehensive treatmentduring a period prescribed in it of an action area asa whofe or part of the area, or by the estabrishment
and implementation of a social development program, orpartry by one and partfy by another méthoa, and theidentification of the type of treatments selected, and
may be expressed in texts, maps or irlustrations;
This framework for planning predominated unti I lgl 7 when

amendments to the City of Winnipeg Act eliminated District plans

and replaced them wit.h community p1ans. This correspondingly
modified the purpose of the Action Area p1ans.

The community plan was to apply to a whole community,

of which there are six under the revised legislation.
1.
)
3.
Å,

5.
6.

City Centre Fort Rouge
St. Boniface St. Vital
Assiniboine Park Fort Garry
St. James - Assiniboia
Lord Selkirk - West Kildonan
East Kildonan - Transcona

The Community plan was defÌned as;

a plan for the whole area of a
part of a municipality that is

comrnunity or all that
within the additional
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zone, within the framework established in the Greater
I^iinnipeg Development PIan and which consists of text
and maps or illustrations formulating in such detail
as council considers appropriate, proposals for the
development and use of land in the community or all
that part of the rnunicipality that is within the
additional zone and a description of the measures
which the council considers should be undertaken for
the improvement withi'n the community or wÍthin all
that part of^the municipality that is within the addi-
tional ,oneì3

The function of Action Area Plans was sti1l not clearly

as theirdefined in the legislation, but open to interpretation
use warranted.4

II. INTERPRETATION AND IMPLICATTONS

1. The Greater Vtrinnipeg DeVelopment ptan

The Greater I^Iinnipeg Development plan holds the most

authority in planning in the city. ft implies that the interests
of the whole take precedence over the interests of any part,
group, or neighbourhood within the city.5 Lower level- plans

(district, community or action area) must therefore consider

the objectives and policies in the Greater Winnipeg Development

in the formulation of policies and programs for planning within

these areas.

This is most significant for planning in the River-

Osborne area as the Metropolitan Development plan states

specific objectives for the development of the neighbourhoorl.

considering the authority of the Development plan, these objec-

{ËE 
uNrt'€Þ}}

oF Ê,tAtd¡T.$8A

tives should also direct planning at the neighbourhood leve1,
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so that the plans for the River-Osborne area niaintain the same

objectives as the Development P1an. The Metropolitan Develop-

ment plan6 designated River-Osborne as a Group rrCrr living area.

It identified this area on the basis of several characteristics.

located on the fringe of downtown,
contain very few single f amiJ-y dwellings,
the choice of persons who wished to be close to the
centres of downtown employment, central shopping,
and entertainment,
contain a large number (increasingly so) of people who
are 1ikely to use public transportation,
had a predominance of one-bedroom and. bachelor units
with some two-bedroom units in multiple accommodation
dwellings,
had a limited number of more spacious accommodation for
families with children,
were lacking in open space,
spot development wiLhout adequate provision for open
space intensified this deficiency, and
densities varied from those of central area districts
but were hiqher than those areas further out from the
centre. T

these observations, and its goals for the overall develop-

the city, the Plan stated the objective for development

Based on

ment of

in Group rtCtr areas.

as redevelopment to higher densities takes place, provision
must be made for additional- space as well as for other uses
and services ryhich the increasing concentration of people
will require. S

In stating this objective, the Plan acknowledged the nature of

development which was prevalent in the area; its aim was to

accommodate that development in the most efficient manner rather

than to control it or direct it in any other manner.

The Plan stated its policy objectives for riverbank

areas (including those in the River-Osborne area). It states

that, with the exception of the Fort Rouge Park (River Avenue
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at levqi s Street) which extends. to include a portion of river-
bank Iand, the rezoning of rir¡erbanks woul-d ref]ss¡ prevailing
densitites, indicating high density devel-opment in these .r"u=.9

The Plan also acknowledged the function of major trans-
portation routes which were disrupting the River-osborne

neighbourhood. Tn stating that planning in the area must be

in accordance with the overall- goals of the city, it places the

development of the regional transportation routes before the

concerns of the community through which these run.

The Plan al-so suggested the development of rower level
plans or "detailed area plans", the purpose of which was to
satisfy the objectives and policies within the Metropolitan

Development Plan. It states that the "plan is a general

statement of policy...the next stage in the planning process is
to apply these general policies to specific parts of the

metropolitan area, . . "l0 thn" establishing the importance of
maintaining these policies and objectives in pranning at the

neighbourhood 1evel. consequently, when the planning process

\,vas inÍtiated in the River-osborne District, planners should

have maintained these objectives to direct the process and

the content of the District plrn.fI

The Greater Winnipeg Development plan established the

comprehensiveness of plans in the city by referring to the

physical, social, and. economi,c environment and transportation
as withÌn the context of plans in the city. These were sub-

sequently included in the terns of the District plansr âs well-
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as in the terms of Action Area Plans in reference to policies
and proposals for the comprehensive treatment of an action
area. This \^¡as less certain in community plans in which

reference was made to the use of land in the community and

other measures for the improvement of the community. This
suggests that the comprehensive treatment of community elements

should be maintained at l-ower leve1s of plannirg.12

District Plans

The District Plan for the River-Osborne area must comply

with the directions in the legislation in the city of winnipeg
Act- Consequently, it should be comprehensive, including measures

for the improvement of the physical, social, and economic environ-
ment and transportation in the district. A ,,plan,, under the
legislation refers to a "d.ocument consisting of texts and maps

or i1l-ustrations. . . formulating proposals for the development

and use of land...and a description of the measures which the
council considers should be undertaken for the improvement of
the physical, social and economic environment and transportation
within the district."f3 Thus the pran becomes a static document

describing the planning which should occur subsequent to the
preparation of the plan. This reflects the approach which was

taken in the River-osborne District when the planning process

was started..

The

repealed by

plans were to
1^a By-Iaw.-'

be estabLishedn altered, amended t oy

This is significant in establishing
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the scope 4nd enphasis of the District plan¡ âs the legislation

states that a by-law includes "on1y those portions (of the plan)

which relate directly to land-use contror-s...the ,,bulk,, of the
pIan.-.should be adopted for information on1y."15 Thus the

District Plan must be concerned with t.he physical or land-use

elements of the planning area as these are the only enforceable
elements within the p1an. This indicates a physical bias in
the planning process as although the social and. economic com-

ponents of the environment should be inctuded in the plan,
implementation would focus on the land-use policie's contained

within the plan and represented in the by-Iaw.

3. Changes in the Legislation

The River-osborne area \Á/as designated as a "district"
when the planning process started in 1973. It maintained this
status and the plan was initialry read as a District plan so

that its status woul-d not change even with the amendments to
the legislation in rg77.16 Had this not been done, the area

would have formally become an Action Area and the planr ârr

Action Area P1an. Despite these amend.ments, then, the changes

in the legisl-ation had no significant effect on planning in
the area.

@ of Council it_ElCn¡¿.g

The decision-making role of the City Council_ in any

pranning in the city is established in the legisration, refer-
red to in the terms of the Greater winnipeg Development plan,
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District Pl-ans. and flction AreA p1ans. Under 'rDistfict plansr,,

council- is given the power to dictate the detai1 of text and

maps or illustrations formulating proposals. rt arso directs
and approves the nature of the measures which will be under-
taken for the improvern.ent of the physi-cal, social and economic

environment and transportation within the district.lT This is
generally carried out when plans are presented to the city
council for approval, prior to implernentation. rn practise,
council has 1iLt1e direct involvement in the planning process
as it is conducted at the present tíme

The power of council in planning in the city is sig-
nificant because planners are completely dependent on this
decision-making body for giving 1egal effect to the plans which
are prepared for any planning area. The objectives or biases
of council therefore take preced.ence to those of the planners
or community, in the final analysis. planners must either re-
present these objectives in their plans t oT convince the Council
of the advantages of policies or programs which may be be con-
trary to these biases. Arternatively, council (or members

thereof) could become more directly involved in the process
to develop policies which are directly responsive to the cornmu-

nity, and support these if they do not correspond completery
with the traditional objectives of the council.
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rÏI. SUMMÀ,RY

The major points made in the preceding analysis are
stated below;

a"

b.

c.

The approach to plan"ilg in the City of Winnipeg isclearì-y comprehensive. 18

Planning at the District (or action area or community)leve1 must be in compriance with the objectives of theGreater winnipeg Development planr âs irre goars for the
"lty_ take precedence ovãr the go-í" for ináiviauãi-prrtsof the city.
A physical bias is inherentquiring the implementation
by-law.

in the legislation, in re-of (District) plans with a

d. The authority for planning is held by the council of thecity of _winnipeg. planneis must gai-n the .pprorrar ofthis body to undertake a planning process and to implementtheir plans.

The approach which was taken to planning in the River-
osborne district \^ras, in a sense, predetermined by the legislative
arrangements for planning in the city. However, the legislation
\,vas still- open or vague enough in many areas to al_10w planners
some discretion in undertaking a planning proce==.18 The j_mplica_

tions for planning at lower levels (specifically the district
1eve1) are stated in the preceding analysis. The st.udy of the
planning process in the River-osborne District will iflustrate
the effect of these legislative directions on the district plan-
ning process
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1. This is not intended to be an exhaustive review of
the planning legislation, but concerned with that which is
considered to be directly relevant to the problem at hand..

2. tfi" CitV o , part XX, The Environment,
City Plans, c. 105, Section 569 (f) (d)
(a). This is not intended to be an exhaustive review of the
legislation, but only those sections directly relevant to the
case.

3. Bill 62, An Act to_ 4gend the Ci,ty of hrinnipeg Act,
and Bill 85, An Act
Winnipeg, Manltoba, 1977.

FOOTNOTES

4. Sheil-a Vanderhoef and Jac
Community Schools Conceptr" prepared
Studies, The University of Winnipeg,
I978. (mimeographed), p. 99¡ Action
defined for other jurisdictions, int
case. In a document by the Ministry
ment in London, England the action a
"provide guidance for change that is
term (over the next ten years) in a
centres, old and new residential are
traffic intersections, etc.) for the
public about municipal intentions, o
how they will be affected, and to in
the opportunities are," quoted in Va
Study of the Community Schools Conce
Plans: A Manual on Foim and Content,

kie DeRoo, "A Study of Lhe
for the Institute of Urban
Winnipeg, Manitoba, March

Area Plans have been better
imating that for Winnipeg's
of Housing and Local Govern-

rea plan was intended to
to colnmence in the short

specific area (such as city
âs, recreation areas, major
purpose of informing the

f advising properLy owners
dicate to developers where
nderhoef and DeRoo, "A
pt," p. 99¡ from Development

( London : Mini stry-õF nousf n-g
and Local Government, 1970).

5. community Planning Association of canada, "planningand Land-use under the Planning Act and the city of winnipeg
Actr" report of the Provincial planning conference, lvinniþeg,
Manitoba, 23 February I976. (mimeographed)

6. The Metropolitan Develôpment Plan was the original
title of ffr , prior to the
implement L}TI. rt contained
the major policies of the city, most of which are still fol1owed.

7. Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg, The
Metroporitan Development Plan, winnipeg, Manitobat 1968t pp. 44-45"

B. Ibid. , p. 45.

9. rbid. , pp. 66 67 .
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10. Iþi9, . p. 106.

11. However, the planning Group was directly opposed tothese policies;.nany of the Rivãr-os¡årne District planrsoriginal objectives- and policies *"""-p"riti"riry rrrpop.rrarfor contradicting these policies Å--

12' The citv of vlinhiÞêg Act, s.M . rgTrt c. 105, sec. 569(a) (d) .

13. rhe Citv of Wþnipeq Act, S;M. Ig?I, c: 105 , Sec. 569(d)

l.4. rbid. , Sec. 569 (e) .

15' city of winniPeg, Department of Environmental planning,The River-osbogr" Dist.riàt-pranl winnipeg, Manitoba, May Lg76,n.

16. rnterveiw with June.westbury, Member of the Legisla-
_t_]t".Assembly (province of Manitoba) ,i¿ former City Councillor,Winnipeg, Manitoba, 2L January 1980.

17' The city of winnipeg Act-, s.M. r97r, c. r05, sec. 569(d) .

18 ' This conclusion also represents the opinions of peterTaraska, chairman, committee of Reîiew, The city of winnipeg Act,and Avram Regenstrief, Assistant managár of the cit.y of EdmontonPlanning Department and recturer in tñe Department of cityPlanning, University of Manitoba; obtainedt in tefepf,àne inter_views on 26 nebruary 1980 and 16 March 1980, respectivery.
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CHAPTER IV

THE RIVER-OSBORNE DISTRICT PLAN

I. TNTRODUCTION

rn his analysis of the city planning process, Alan
Altshuler makes the following observation:

Planners do not risk charged with socialistic or dicta-torial tendencies when they propose al_terations instreet patterns, purchases of parkland, constructionof sewer facilities, and the tire. clear threats topublic safety and health are likewise recognized asproper public concerns. But when planners proposenovel or expensive projects Lhat cannot b" Juslitiedby their benefits to property owners, they iun afoulof several powerful social mãchanisms. aiong these are:
1. the necessity of gaining support from politicians

who avoid controversy and cooperation irom officialsin the operating departments ùho are jealous oftheir powers;
2. the 1egal and financial restraints upon the citygovernment, which operate to prevent even someactivities in which politiciañs and agency headsare willing to engage; and
3. the lack of executíve authority within the planning

agency itself. l

The River-osborne planning process did become controversial for
threatening the rights of local property o\^/ners and cha1lenging
local political authority. AccordingJy, it encountered pressure
and obstacles, including those listed above, which disrupted the
process " chapter four examines this planning process, analyzes
the problems which it encounteled, and the response by planners
to the same,
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This chapter consists of four sections. In section
two, the River-osborne District is analyzed in terms of its
basic elements or characteristics. Consi-deration is accorded

to the historical processes of development, political influences,
community organization ('¡oluntary), and the effect of planning
in the area.

The third section introduces the planning process by

providing a brief chronology of the events which dominated the
process. Ït states the major conflicts and problems which were

encountered in plannirg, and explains the status of the plan
today. rt also includes a description of the District plan --
its purposes and contents.

rn section four, the pranning process is analyzed, based

on its objectives, approach, and major components. The major

weaknesses are identified following the framework established
in chapter rr (comprehensive planning) and anaryzed in terms

of their implications for planning in the area.

Section four summarizes the analysis and links it direct.ly
to comprehensive planning. This explains the factors which led
to the failure of the process, in relation to the comprehensive

style of planning in the district.

II. THE DISTRICT

1. DeVelopment

The River-Osborne Dist.rict is one hundred and sixty acre

area, located in the north-east tip of Fort Rouge in winnipeg.
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rt is bourrded by the Assiniboine River on the north, the Red

River on the east, co¡ydon Avenue on the south. and osborne

Street on the west.

The history of the district stems back to the l-BB0rs

with the development of the Roslyn Road area as an upper class
residential neighbourhood.2 The wearthy elite of winnipeg,
seeking to escape the rapidly growing city built large, grand.

homes across the river from the buirt up portion of winnipeg.
The Roslyn Road area, close to the Assiniboine River, was an

ideal location for residential development because of both
its natural amenities (trees, riverbanks, etc. ) and accessibi-
lity to the city just across the river. rn addition to the
large estates, a few high priced aapartment blocks (three to
four storeys) were constructed for those with no families or
who preferred smaller accommodation in the same area.

Later, the Depression and the war reduced the socio-
economic viability of the properties, leading to the demolition
of some homes and the conversion and. re-use of others. conse-
quently, there was a gradual decrease in both the number of
large homes used for single family purposes, and in the nature
and quality of construction -- lower cost, higher density apart-
ments. As the population density increased and the status of
the area decreased, the wealthy began to move to the suburbs.

The nature of the population changed from predominantly wealthy
famil-ies to more students. elderly, and l-ow income families
and singles.
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The East oÍ Osborne area \¡¡as still an ideal location for
residential development, but the demand for apartments gradually
exceeded that for single family homes. This is attributable to
several factors: the proximity to downtown (geographicatrly and

functionall_y), the rising demand for more housing, the natural
amenities of the area, its historical prestige, and especially
the ease at which large parcel-s of l-and (previous estates) could
be assembled f or deveJ-opment prrrpo="= .3

The process of property conversion was -intensified as

the area was designated a "conversion District" by the city
in rg54.4 The zoning changes, in fact, were central to these
trends. As early as the 1940's the city studied areas suitable
for apartment developmentr s€lecting the Roslyn Road area among

others near the central city for this purpose. when high den-

sity zoning was subsequently implemented, the speculative value
of the property increased., making it more profitable to setl
land for redevelopment to high-density apartments.5

The predominance of apartment development became apparent
in the earry 1960rs, when many of the older properties (stirl
existing) were demolished and replaced by medium to high density
apartments. Vincent describes the decade from 1961 to L}T:- as

one of a "new equilibrium" because of this rapid transitiorr.6
The conversion of low to high density residential uses continued
even after this period. rt has been accompanied with the re-
development of residential to commercial and office usesr €s-
pecially near the major transportation routes.
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These processes of ch¿nge have created a unique situa-
tÍon in the River-osborne area. The graduar and piecemeal

process of zoning changes has resulted in a wide range of
zoning and density categories in the area, reflected in the
diversity in housing typesr âs well as in the population (in
both age and socio-economic status).7 This has had both
positive and negative implications for the area, however.

The housing has been allowed to deteriorate as speculation has

increased and the incentives to maintain property have decreased.
This has resulted in a high proportion of housing in poor con-
dition. According to a housing stud.y done for the trvinnipeg

Development Plan Review, B0 so of the housing is ,,ol-d.,, and approxi-
mately 25s" is in poor condition.S

The population is characterized by a high proportion of
special need groups including the e1der1y, single parent
famil-ies, students, and young singles, most of whom are renters
(903) and many of whom (approximately 332) have housing afforda-
bility probl-ems.9

2. Transportation

The issue of transportation presents serious problems to
the District, owing primarily to its location. The area is
bounded by two regional transportation routes (Main Street and

osborne street) and bisected by another (Donald street), al1 of
which lead to major bridges to the centre of the city. rt is
further fragmented by two major one-way streets (stradbrook
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Ayenue And RiVef Avenue) whÍch fun di¡:ectly through the

residential community, and loca1 streets which are increasingly
overused by regional traffic.

The effect of this is noted firstly in the patterns

of local movement. Local vehicul-ar and pedestrian movement

is impeded by regional traffic; cars must often taken indirect
routes to enter or leave the area and pedestrians are always

intimidated by the heavy traffic. Many houses on or near major

streets and intersections have deteríorated as their value has

decreased (due to noise, vibrations, etc.) and. owners prefer to
hold out for sale for redevelopment. Additionally, the proximity
of the expanding colnmercial district has both generated addi-
tional traffic and created a demand for additional parking

space. This demand has been unmet by private and public lots
and has spilled over onto loca1 streets to aggravate the existing
shortage of parking facilities.

Like the situation with development, the transportation
problems can be attributed to several basic f-ctors.10 The

area's location makes it vulnerable to regional traffic,
destined to and from the central business district, which must

pass through or by the River-Osborne District. Osborne Street
was not developed to accornmod.ate traffic from Fort Garry, st.
vital, and other suburbs to the south-west. rn addition, the

lack of a crear, consistent transportation policy in the area

has aggravated other problens. For example, changes in the

traffic regulations have been nade in an ad hoc and unorganized
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manner, when the seveSity of a problem demanded it. This is
true of conditions on Donald, osborne, and at tÏle junction at
their intersection,, âs well as on once local_ streets such as

River and Stradbrook. Inprovements to the streeL system have

generally been made to increase their capacities, usually at
the expense of the local community.

3. Community Orgahizãtion

An examination of the River-Osborne District should not
be limited to negative or problematic elements, however. The

District has a strong network of community organizations and

instituLions which have developed graduarly over the past two

decades to meet service needs of the popuration. These have

generally been made available through the voluntary efforts of
community members. Even where public or private financial
support was provided, the voluntary contribution was significant
and the local initiative and support were strong.

This can be largely attributed to the nature of the
population in the area. The historical trends of development

and change, the accessibility to the downtown area and both
universities, and. the proximit.y to popular urban amenities
(such as the commerciar activity on osborne street, major
recreational facilities; and cultural centres) have resulted
in a high concentration of young, intellectual, politically
invorved people, compared to the rest of the city. These

people have contributed to the high level of social concern

and polìtical a\dareness which has become characteristic of
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the neighbourhood, Their invorr¡e¡ent w¿s instrumental in the

estabLishment of the locally ini.tiated organizations discussed

below. rt was also one of the primary components in starting
the District Planning process in 1973 (this will be discussed

later in the chapter).

a. I*ort Rouge Community Schoo] project

An .*ffir= the Fort Rouge community school
Project which represents an attempt to increase the quality
of community services by using existing facilities; a logical
response to a serious deficiency in the area. The project was

initiated in r976 (through funding from the Federal Local
Initiatives Program). rt had three staff members and several
volunteers to establish a Lunch and After school child-care
program as well as those for Adult Education and Senior Citizens.
The intent was to provide certain services relating to education
which allow the school and the community to develop in comple-

mentary t-y=.11 rt involved the use of school space on evenings
and weekends, by the community for uses which the community

deemed necessary to supplement a lack of the same in the

neighbourhood.

The project was slow in starting and received only a

weak response from the community. rt initially found itself
competing with other community groups or resource facilities
for senior citizens¿ recreation, and day care, for exampre.

consequently, it focused Jqore on strengthening links between

existing community organizations and ident.ifying and responding
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to weaknesses in the coninunity service netwopk.

I{hil-e the project terminated before it was fully
developed, it was successful in contributi'ng to an evolving
process of community development and organization.12 rn

retrospect it was also important in identifying the existing
network of community services, which have the capacity for
improvement and expansion to better meet comnunity needs.

- b. The "Joint-Useil program for Recreation

rn another example, the deficiencies in recreation
facilities were responded to (by the Fort Rouge Recreation

Association) by the "joint use" of existing recreational and

educational facilities in the area. The program attempted to
combine and develop the recreation facilities at Gladstone

school and the adjacent River-osborne Recreation centre. Re-

creational activities are now provided jointly between the two

facilities, with the school open five nights during the week

for children's activities and. programs for adult=.I3
Like the Fort-Rouge Community School project, the

"joint-use" program represents an attempt from within the com-

munity (wit.h outside assistance) to develop and increase

community services by using existing facilities.

c. Religious Institutions

Another erement which warrants note is the network of
religious institutions in the River-Osborne area, Tn the River-
osborne planning district, the only church is Augustine united
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church, ]ocated near the corner of. River and osborne. The

church has two smal1 gymnasiums ¿ one large auditorium, and

operates a large daycare centre " ft has also offered counsel-
ling and recreation activities for senior citizens in the
surrounding community. The church hosts community meetings

and has recently been named the ,'Vil_lage church" reflecting
its high profile in the community.

on the west side of osborne are rocated six churches

including Crescent Fort-Rouge United Church (Wardlaw and Nassau) r

Holy Rosary catholic church (570 River Avenue), Trinity Baptist
church (Nassau and Gertrude), st. Luke's Anglican church
(130 Nassau street), The Gospel Mennonite church (232 Nassau

Street), The Church of Christ (Osborne and McMillan), and The

First church of christian scientists (511 River Avenue).14

With the exception of the latter three, the churches have been

very active in community organization and service provision,
relying on volunteers from within the community for assistance.
They all have large meeting rooms and/or auditoriums for use

by community groups. They also have ongoing programs for
children and adults (recreation and social), with day-care

facilities at crescent Fort Rouge and st. Luke's churches.

d. The Community Ecumenical Ministry
The Community Ecumenical Ministry (C.E.M.) is perhaps

the best example of community organization and development.

Established in 1966, the c. E.M. was ,,concerned with the develop-
ment of services and resources...primarily in the fiel-ds of health
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and wel-fare,..in activity leadi.ng to the proyision of, a social
prograrq or system of resources to ¡4eet a defined need situation
or social problem. "15 when started, the c.E.M. assisted in the
development of programs for child-care, recreation, apartment
dwe1lers, senior citizens, and youth. A community ïnformation
centre, later replaced by the Fort Rouge rnformaiton and Re-

source centre, was formed to provide better access to social
services which \.,üere available in the community. rt also pro-
vided information and reference to appropriate agencies when

these were not locally provided..

The progirams established by the c.E.I.I. have expanded

and strengthened since their commencement. This is evidenced

by the system of day-care facilities in the community (in
churches), the River-osborne Recreation committee which is
stil1 active in the area, and. the senior citizen's apartments
on Stradbrook Avenue.

TII. THE PLANNING PROCESS

1. From Innovation to Conformance

The River-osborne District planning process was initiated
in the fall of 1973 by a smal1 group of local residents through
the "city Plans And what Do you Think" shop, a community in-
formation service sponsored by the Fort Rouge Resident Advisory
Group (with a Young Canada Works grant). A group of residents,
concerned with l-oca1 problems and several proposals for re-
development in the area (mainly involving applications for
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rezoning to higher densities) ¡equested and received civic
approval to initiate a district planning process. The Department

of Environmental Planning was to serve as their r"=orlr"".16
The East of osborne District planning Group (comprised

of these local residents and city pl-anners) was assisted by the

"city Plans" shop and the Fort Rouge Resident Advisory Group,

in a campaign to invol-ve residents in the identification of
neighbourhood problems and to participate in the planning

process, which was only in its initial stages. The participa-
tion of residents v/as advocated because it was considered

"necessary to give the process credibility, to make certain
that the views of all groups are considered and that the outcome

of the planningi process is viewed as the result of neighbourhood

involvement rather than a process that is intimidating to the

ordinary citiren."rT The group organized community meetings,

conducted telephone surveys, distributed pamphlets, and went

"door-knocking" to publicize the process and involve residents.
Finally, they distributed a detailed questionnaire to residents

to supplement the information acquired on a more informal basis.

The initial phase of the process was intended to last
for a six month period of time, corresponding to the limit on

the zoning freeze, enforced by the city during the preparation

of the PIan (mid-necembert ]-973 to mid-June L974). Conseguently,

the process was rushed; it became dominated by professionals

for purposes of efficiency and many of the basic steps in
planning were skipped through. In fact, the planners indepen-
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dently drafted the fÍrst set of recom¡nendations; this had been

intended to be done in cooperation with residents, These re-
commendations were, in turn, presented to the community (in

the form of a questionnaire) for discussion, evaluation, and

ratification. They \^/ere approved unanimously by resident=.18

However, the perceived consensus of approval by community

members was incomplete. A strong interest group in the area

(a group of local property owners, both resident and. non-

resident) opposed the reconrmendations and their control of
land-uses, especially those relating to the control_ of high-rise
development in the area. Since they became aware of the process

after it was wel-l underway, they lost the opportunity to inter-
vene during the formulation of policies. Angry and threatened

by the land-use controls proposed in the plan, they went to
the Fort Rouge community and obtained the support of some of
the local councillors.

Despite this opposition, the first draft of the East of
osborne District Plan was completed in r9j4, ât which time

preparations for the corresponding by-law were being made. The

Pranning Group intended the plan to be an initial step, or one

product of a continuing process. rt was to be followed by the

implementation of policies, in a second. phase. The group stated
that "the provisions of the Plan will prove inadequate to control
deveJ-opment as the situation changes and it must be updated

const4ntry in order to meet the needs of residents in the
lofuture."-' Therefore, the process would be ongoing, with the
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continual updati.ng and revision of the plan to continue the

implementation phase indefinitely. They realized the importance
of a continuing planning group or',liason structure'made up of
community representatives, to support the process on an ongoing

basis. The involvement of residents was essential, then.
The initial- objectives for pi-anning in the River-Osborne

District vùere never achieved, however. rnstead of the establish-
ment of a continuing planning process, the District plan became

the only product of the planning process. This occurred for
several reasons.

At the onset, the Plan lacked the support of all community

members as a rift developed between the property owners and the
other residents who were more active in the process. This was

coupled with a lack of political commitment to the plan (by

councillors on the Fort Rouge community committee and on the
city council). Even the need for a pl-an was question.d.20

After the initial draft of the District plan was com-

pIete, certain compromises were made by the planning gr,oup

to accommodate the interests of the community members who

opposed cerLain of its recoÍrmendations. These were listed in
the amendments to the District plan ny-law.21 These changes

were of minor significance and failed to satisfy the property
owners who stil1 felt that the Plan violated their interests.
Major changes were thus made to the plan by the Community

Committee which actually rewrote sections of the plan to favour
these interests. For example, portions referring to the tradi-
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tional development objectives for the area and the goals of
the Plan relating to these were removed. One of these was a
statement criticizíng the rrexistingi r.and use controls which
militate against rehabilitation by encouraging higher develop-
ment. " Also removed were res:id.ents r complaints of zoning in
the area which, all-owing maximum rather than existing land-use
densitites, had unnecessarily increased the property taxes,
contributed to the pressure for redevelopment, and made the
maintenance of lower density dwellings di fficurt.22 This
made the plan somewhat contradictory in sense.

The process also encountered administrative barriers.
The Legal department of the city of winnipeg, following city
policy, delayed the plan for several months at a time while
changing its sense to make it less binding on the city's part.
For examPle, the Plan was made non-committal by changing "will
do's: to "should. do's" and. inserting phrases to make it more

of a tool for recommendation than enforcement.

The revisions to the plan were significant in weakening
the commitment of planners to the District plan (and to the
implementation stage of the process). They also alienated many

residents and community groups which had contributed to the pre_
paration of the plan, thus disrupting the "liaison structure,,.
rt therefore hindered the continuation of the planning process
even had the District plan By-Law been passed and the pfan

implemented. The revisions also contradicted the basic aoals
and principle of the pJan âsr for example, the diversity of
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the area is thtreatened as the Jolger density uses are less

protected from the encroachment of high density development

under the revisions made to the Plan They haue thus weakened

the planning process by weakening the District P1an, drawing

conflict from within the community, and opposition from 1ocal

politicians and administrative departments.

The District Plan

The River-Osborne District Plan (L976) is the revised

draft of the Plan initially prepared in I97 4. VIith the revisions,

the Plan contains a series of amendments made to the original

draft (in 1975), as well as those changes made by the Community

Committee (in L976). These are included in the Plan to illus-

trate the changes which were made, to contrast with the original

approach taken in the document.23

The Plan presents the policies formulated by the District

Planning Group for the direction of future development in the

area. The policies \dere developed in response to the probfems

in the neighbourhood (identified by participating residents)

and thus represent the goals for its development.

The Plan adopts the point of view of the residential

community. It acknowledges that the conflict was initially

perceived by this group and the improvements and developments

proposed in the Plan are intended for their satisfaction.

The District Plan firstly sumrnarizes the initial phase

of the planning process, including the events which preceded

the preparation of the Plan, and the purposes of the Plan it-

2.
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self. lt also S.uggests the objectiyes of the planning process

(both entirely and the phases thereof,). The two basic phases

\dere those for the preparation of the plan and r.or the im-

prementation of the policies contained within it. The plan,

then, \,vas the product of the first phase of the process and

the guide for the second phase.

The District Plan was d.ivided into three orincipal parts.
Part r categorizes the district issues for convenience and

clarity in discussion and policy development. These issues,
represented by sections in part I are:

Neighbourhood Character,
New Development,
Transportation,
Recreation Space, and
Municipal Services.

Each section contains a series of policies, developed for resol-

ving problems identified in each of these areas and based on the

goals for the development of the area. The policies are accom-

panied in the Plan by a series of prog,rams suggested to guide

the process, when the Plan was approved and the implementation

phase in process.

In Part II, the Plan divides the area into ten sub-areas.

Each of these has a unique character and is therefore subject
to a differing degree of impact of local problems. Therefore,

each one must be approached with different (types of and inten-
sities of) policies ¿ âs developed und.er District Issues. In this
wây, the diversity of the area, created as a composite of the

differing sub-areas will be maintained and protected through
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planning.

Two basic approaches are taken in applying policies to
sub-areas in the District. These are based on conditions of
development in the sub-areas and the preferred development

(redeveropment or rehabilitation) to enhance the sub-areas

as part of the District. The policies for rehabilitation and

redevelopment are addressed in terms of changing or maintaining
the existing zoning by-laws in the sub-areas (building density
and height).

Part rrr of the plan is the District plan By-Iaw, through
which the plan musL be implemented.n ,n" By-law contains those
portions of the plan relating directly to land-use controls,
and consists of selected policies from the previous sections.
The By-law is accompanied by a map which illustrates the basic
policies for the sub-areas. The map is included as a schedule
for the implementation phase of the planning process.

The first draft of the plan was completed in rg7 4, àt
which time it was presented to the community committee (Fort
Rouge) for initial reading. Prior to this time loca1 politicians
had had little involvement in plannirg, with t.he exception of one

whose interest in a plan was instrumental in starting the process

in 1973. The Community Committee rejected the first draft and

returned the Plan to the District Planning group for revisions.
while these were subsequently made, the revised Draft was also
rejected and the Community Committee decided to take matters in
hand and make the appropriate changes. The product of this
*See Appendix 2.
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is the River-Osborne District Plan (I976).

TV. ANALYSIS

a. The Goals

In the River-Osborne District P1an, the issues and

problems identified by residents \,vere divided into five basic

areas of concern: neighbourhood character, new development,

transportation, recreation, and municipal services. Corres-

ponding to these issues and reflecting neighbourhood concerns,

were basic Aoals for the District. These goals were formulated

to guide policy development and recoÍìmendations for planning

in the area. These goals were stated in paper describing

the District PIun.24

1. Population: to maintain the current population mix
(age, sex, ethnicity)
to maintain existing densities

2. Housing: - to maintain the current housing mix
to protect and improve good housing
to minimize the adverse effects of new
development

3. Transportation: - to prevent any increase in traffic leve1s
to minimize adverse effects of traffic

- to encourage the use of public transit
to expand off-street parking facilities
to allow easy walking and bicycling through
the area

4. Participation: - to improve the role of residents in the
design and development of the neighbour-
hood.

5. Services: - to improye the provision of services such as
daycare, health-care, ênd education in the
area.



6 " Recfeation¡

7 . Land-use;

8. Heritage:

9. Commerce:

-. to_inprove and inçtrease pêrks,
and reçreation facilities

- to improve and increase public
beauty of riverbanks

75

oPen sPaces I

access to and

- to remove or buffer the land-uses detrimen_ta1 to the character of the neighbourhood.

- to maÍntain the architectural character ofthe area
-. to preserve buildings of historic value

to improve the function and appearance of
Osborne Street.

The goals are broad, ideal statements of the quality of
the area, sought to preserve and enhance. Accordingly, they
serve to guide the planning process, d.etermining the nature of
the policy statements and proposal-s for the area as wel_l as

planning action which would occur subseguent to the completion
of the trlan.

The goals were formulated by planners on the basis of
information from the residents of the area, collected in a

series of community meetings and through a questionnaire which
\'vas circulated throughout the District. The goals \,vere intended
to represent a consensus of neighbourhood goalsr âs planners
sought to "compromise conflicting stands in order to serve al_l_

neighbourhood groups to some degree, and permit all groups to
continue to enjoy the district .u25 As an initial step in a

continuing planning process, then, they would draw upon community

support and commitment to planning to derive these goals and

foster ongoing participation in the planning process.

According to the comprehensive process, these goals were
reduced and specified to address more directly the issues and
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problens within the canmunity, in the form of policies and

(final1y) programs which becarqe the means to achieve the arears

goals. This was done for each of the issues or subjects con-

tained within t.he pIan. For example, the housing goals are:

to maintain the current housing mix
to protect and improve good housing
to minimize the adverse effects of new development.

rn the P1an, the issue of housing is addressed under both

"neighbourhood character" and "new development" in the form of
a series of policies which correspond to these goal statements.

under "new development" for example, policies with respect to
the (rehabilitation of) housing include:

The city shall designate rehabilitation areas, and. shall
encourage the rehabilitation of existing dwellings with-in these areas, where feasible, and
The city shal1 ensure that necessary nev/ development
within rehabilitation areas will conform to the existing
scale, and to design standards which reinforce thedesirable aspects of neighbourhood charactet.26

These policies state the means by which the goals for housing

in the District will be achieved. Although still general, in
terms of directing action, they are further reduced in the form

of programs for their implementation. While the programs would

have no legislative effect (as they are included for information
only) they represent an application of policies to resolve

certain problems in the area. They would be most useful in the
implementation phase in providing more specific directions to
carry out proposals. For exampler progxans for "the designation

of existing residential areas in which neighbourhood character

wil-1 be preserved" and rrthe definition and reg'ulation of conform-
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itg resldenti.aL deyelopment through the prayision of a zoning

by-law" specify how these policies woul-d be implemented.2T

This type of ends-means hierarchy of goals in planning
is typical of the comprehensive process, in linking each action
at the lowest leveI (program, for example) to the achievement

of the highest levei goal for the community (or end).

consider a set of outcomes ordered along one or morescales. Each outcome is closer to the iinal one thatthose which preceded it. Each of these outcomes canbe a goal in some time period after the preceding goal
has been obtained, leading eventually to the attáiñmentof the last outcome.28

The dancrer of this type of goal statement is that it creates too
rigid a process if interpreted literarly by planners. rn the
case of the River-osborne District plan, the effect of such a
hierarchy cannot be directly observed because the plan has not
yet been implemented. consequently, it cannot be evaluated in
terms of effectiveness or efficiency in resorving district
problems. However, the nature of goal identification and

reduction in such a manner could have been a factor in the
failure of the process because of the absence of alternaLives
in the structure.

The flexibility which is necessary in plannirg, especialry
for long term goals, contradicts the basic premises of compre-

hensiveness. But, it is sometimes desirable, even necessary,
to change or modify goals. predictions of the future aren't
always accurate and new valuesr new opportunities, and unfore-
seen events keep emerging to prompt a change in the goals which

they initially represented.. Modifications of basic societal
goalsr or any other in the hierarchy, would disrupt the entire
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structure with no process to nrodif,y means goars to conf,orn

to alternative end goa1s, and vice uur=u.29

This is precisely what occurred. in the River-Osborne

planning process. The inability of the process to adapt to

interferences and confl-icts from within the community l-ed to

its ultimate failure. I¡iithout alternatives to adapt the

process to accommodate these conflicts, the linkage was broken

and the goals were simply not achieved as lower 1eve1 policies

were nuliified. For example, the goal of maintaining the

existing housing mix was important to many residents of the

area and was expressec in the Plan in the form of policies to

protect existing housing through rehabilitation, where feasible.

where not feasible, it should be replaced with new development

which conforms to the existing rangies of scale and density.30

This was further specified in a series of programs for the

implementation of these policies when the Plan was approved.

The most effective of tirese read.:

The establishment of density controls which will permit
the replacement of structures beyond rehabilitation
within reasonable economic limits, but which will not
permit the. economic removal of structures which can be
maintained or rehabilitated. 31

This program woul-d have given effect to the corresponding

policies but was removed from the l-976 draft. This left a gap

in the "hierarchy" of goals and means. Because of the absence

of an alternative program, to accomrnodate the property owners

while maintaining these objectives, the most direct link in

the achievement of the goal for housing was eliminated.
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b, A Guide f.cr. Plannlng

The District ptan was intended to represent a guide or
framework for planning in the area. Thts is siated in the
terms of reference for the pIan, in the purpose of a District
Plan. rt should contain "proposals for the development and

use of land in the district, and a description of the measures

---for the improvement of the physical, social, and. economic

environment and transportation within the district.u32 The

Pran was interpreted by planners to be a ',problem solving tool
when improvements are necessary in the environment of the
district" or "a set of guidelines which can be used by planners,
politicians and locaI citizens, to coordinate the future develop-
ment of a neighbourhood. "33 ït stated general goals for the
area and policies to achieve these goals. while proposing
directions for action, then, it deferred these until the prepara-
tion of the Pran was compreted. consequently, the planning

Group failed to initiate immediate action in response to pro-
bIems, leaving this until the plan was approved and the im-
plementation phase in progress.

rn theory, the comprehensive plan as a guide to the
development of the planning area, was intended to encompass

the city as a whole (as was the purpose of the Greater winnipeg
Development Plan). The appl_ication of this style of planning
to small units within the cì.ty (such as the River-osborne

District) made the corresponding plan ineffective as a problem

solving tool. In this case, deliberate strategic actions were
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required to deal with bpth" the uSgent pfoblenrs af the community

and those intervening variables which disrupted the process.

This is one area where the planning process faÍrs the River-
osborne area. All of the effort put into the planning process

was directed toward the preparation of the plan. During this
phase, problems which were identified. were not responded to
but filed into the appropriate category in the plan for adddress

at a later time. since the plan was never implemented, this
did not occur; the time and effort were essentially wasted, as

the problems identified in the plan and represented by goals
and policies continue to affect the quarity of life in the
River-Osborne District.

c. The Physical Bias

The directions for planning at the neighbourhood leve1
(district or action area) indicate a physical bias in the
planning process. while the plan should address social,
physical and economic elements, it is implemented in the form
of a by-law which includes "only those portions of the plan
which relater';directly to land-use controIs.,,34 The Ri_ver-

osborne District plan conformed to these directions in its
emphasis of physical elements of the community. This is
apparent in the identification and separation of issues under

the headings of neighbourhood character, new development,

transportation, and others which refer to physj_ca1 elements

of the neighbourhood. It i s also eviclent in the focus on

land-use controls to implement the policies contained within
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the Plan.

The physical bias is emphasized in the tr4nsl¿tion of
those elements of a social nature (where they are addressed)

into physical terms in the plan for purposes of, pot_icy forma-
tion. The most outstanding example of this is in the section
of the Plan concerning neighbourhood character. In this case,
the social diversity of the area is identified as a very
positive attribute of the neighbourhood. This is, in turn,
related to tìre diversity of activities and lifestyles pursued
by various groups within the district, and finally to the physical
elements required to sustain this diversity. Thus, the focus
shifts from the social characteristics of the area to the
physical characteristics sustaining diversity such as the
variety of dwelling types, transportation modes, and municipal

. 35servr-ces.-- Accordingry, policies which should have responded

directly to population diversity (which has negative as well as

positive implications) focus instead on "the disruption by non-
residential influences, of the physical and social attributes
of the area, and. the loss or reduction of diversity in the
area."36 The policies involve the protection from encroachment

by incompatible uses and the retention and rehabilitation of
existing residential buildings to accommodate the housing
needs of a diverse population. Furthermore, programs which
correspond to these policies propose the implen-rentation of land-
use controls f,or the protection. or enhancement of the physical
elements within the community,
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The limitatiçn to physical co¡nponents of the district
has created a major weakness in the plan, in not responding to
problems of a socio-economic nature. The underlying implication
reflects the notion of physical determinism in assuming those

problems of a socio-economic nature will be resolved in the

appropriate environment.

d. Public Participation

The district planning process was not conducive to public
participation despite the initial objectives of pranning. The

process was initiated by a group of 1ocal residents and a

major effort was made by planners to include residents in
problem identification and maintain their invol-vement throughout

the process. However, several factors prevented this objective
from being achieved. Briefly, these were:

1. the time constraints in plannirg,
2. the quality of reconmend.ations in the questionnaires

presented to the resid.ents,
3. the conflicts within the community, and
4. the implementation techniques (land-use controls) which

excluded the public from,direct involvement.

First, Lhe Pran had to be completed within six months,

corresponding to the period of time that the zoning freeze

was enforced by the city. During this time, planners spent

considerable time and effort on the preparation and distribution
of a questionnaire, to supplement the information collected from

the community on a more informal basis. This reduced the time

which should have been spent on goal formul-ation, involving
both pranners and the local residents. subsequently, the
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questionnaire was interpreted by planners alone and pol-icies

\dere formulated independently of comnunity involvement. The

reconmendations (reflecting these poJ-icies) were thus presented

to residents in the form of another questionnaire, distributed
to community members f'or their comments anô ratification.
However,

...conmunity goals could in the final analysis be
discovered only through public discussion. planners
might propose alternative articulations, but goal
statements could have no claim to represent the community
thought unless the community (or its legitimate repre-
sent.atives) rêlified them after serious discussion anddeliberation . 3 7

second, the questionnaire was very long and detailed,
with technically worded questions involving items such as

minimum maintenance by-1aws, N.r.p. area designation, the

details of demolition permits, and the tike.38 rhese recom-

mendations were extremely difficult for the average resident
to understand and respond to. consequen¡-ly, most people agreed

with everything or ignored the questionnaire altogeth"r.38
Altshuler describes this problem in his analysis of the plan-
ning process.

No one showed any interest in discussing (it) however.
The reason seemed to be that the plan's stated goals
were too general. No one knew how the application of
these goars would affect him in practise. Those who
\.dere not completely uninterested in the plan had
learned (1ong ago) to be suspicious of high-sounding
generalities... As a result, non-planners decided witrr
uncoordinated unanimity to ignore the p144 until some-
one proposed specific application of it.4u

In the River-Osborne process. what w4s interpreted to be a

consensus of approval (or apathy¡ oD the other hand) was actually
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confì.rsion qnd dis¡n¿y.

Third, the planners f,ail-ed to represent the goals of
all community members The planning process formally began

,ir r973 when a group of young, ideal-istic, anti-deyelopment
I

residents reguested that a process be started. This group

had a primary influence in Lhe first draft of the plan. when

other residents became ahrare of this, many \^rere shocked and

outraged that their interests could be violated so outwardly.
This started a major conflict within the community, which

local- politicians were eventually d.rawn into to defend the
interests of these upset residents.

Fourth, the conduct of the planning process in this
manner turned the planning authority over to planners. They

did the planning; residents offered information, opinions,
and their support as required. This was most cl_ear in the
implementation phase of the process which was to follow the
preparation of the plan. The proposals for implementing the
policies stated in the plan \^/ere expressed in terms of tand-
use controls to which residents coul-d have no direct contribu-
tion. while it should be noted that planners were directed,
in this case, by the terms of the District plan By-law, the
fact remains that public participation was not a priority in
planning, despite the initial objectives of planning. what

participation did existf was destroyed by the time the District
pl¿n was completed ih L974"
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e. The political proce.ss

The District Planning Group discouraged the involvement
of local politicians on more than a superficial level-. The

politicians \á¡ere not directly consulted or considered in the
planning process, but "coopted.r' to ensure their support of the
Plan when it was sent to council for approval. However, the
process failed to gain the support of the local councillors
(those on the Fort Rouge Community Committee) and was defeated
even before the plan made it to council. This occurred. for
several reasons.

1- Many of the locar residents were not involved inplanning opposed the District pran, and. influencedpoliticians to do the same,

2 - the policies and recommendations in the plan werebroad, vagrue and failed to relate to decision-makingat the local (political) leve1, and

3- the politicians were not involved in preparing the p1an.

First, the majority of councillors supported the locar
property owners who opposed the PIan because of its threat to
their rights to sell or develop property in the district. The

process was supported by a relatively smal1 portion of the
community; these were residents who were more likely transient
and less important to poiiticians in terms of getting votes in
the next election. The other residents opposing the plan, and

especially the property owners I represented the large portion
of the residents and, therefore, got the support of the
councillor who represented the area.

Second, the politicians were overcomed and angered by
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thre broadr allrenconpassing policies within the pl-an. The

vAgue and broad goal statements (and corresponding policies)
provided no basis for policy analysis and decision-rnaking

in immedìate terms. politicians therefore were hesitant to
become committed to cornprehensive goals which provide no real
input to the decision-making process as they perceive it.
Politicial decision-making is usually done on an incremental
basis, in accordance with short range, popular, and measurable

action. Comprehensive planning has therefore been íntentionally
separated from the political process (because of its attempt to
be rational and scientific) and its products are equally foreign
to politicians.

Third, if the plan was approved by council and given

legal effect (as was the intent of the planning Group), poli-
ticians would have lost substantiar power and discretion i-n

decision-making in the area. They were unwilling to support
the Plan, then, for fear of this loss. This feeling was

particularry strong when they had not been involved. in the
formulation of goals, policies; and programs and therefore
lacked any commitment to them. The plan also contradicted
the basic objectives (for the area) of the Great.er lrfinnipeg

Development Plan for high density development and of the

city council which had traditionally supported the popular

high density development in the .."u..41

The opposition by councillors was inevitable, then.
They did not wish to approve such controversial policies,
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speculation. The PJ.An was not approved in its o¡iginal form

and the corresponding by-law is sti1l under consideration, four
years after the completion of the second draft. The continuity
of the process had thus been destroyed and the basis of 1ocal

support had been lost" The plan has been reduced to an in-
effective, contradictory document because of the unguided

changes made to it by both the District planning Group and

(especially) the Community Committee, and because of its
opposition at the community level, in council, and in the

civic bureaucracy.

At this point it would be useful to refer back to the

initial hypothesis of this thesis.
The comprehensive st1z1e of planning was unsuitable
for the nature of the planning problems in the
River-Osborne District. It was manifested in the
weaknesses in the process and, finally, contributed
to the failure of the p1an.

The intent of this analysis was to verify this hypothesis in
consideration of the facts and details of the experience with
planning in the River-Osborne District.

The comprehensive style of planning suggests an approach

which is rational and scientific, looking towards professional
expertise and direction, and discouraging active public and

political involvement. rt specifies how goals are identified,
how policies are formulated and the means by which these will
be achieved, in a sort of "blueprint,, for planning. The

approach to planning in the RiVer-Osborne District was analyzed

in terms of this (cor,rprehensive) style of planning. SeveraL
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observations should be made in ¡egards ta th.is.

The River--osborne District planning process initially
represented a divergence from the traditi'onal mefhod of plan-
ning. Tn fact, participants (pranners and residents) had hoped

that it would become a model of pl-anning and cÍtizen participa-
tion for other conmunities attempting to start a planning
process on their o*n.42

The process st.arted with a high 1evel of interest and

involvement by district residents, with planners essentiatly
acting in an advisory capacity. public participation was

strong in the initial stages of problem identification and goal
formulation. The process vüas intended to be a continuing one;

the Plan represented only an initial product of the ongoing
process. The Plan was intended to be a dynamic, broad guide

for planning, revised. and updated as the situation changed,

as problems were solved and new ones emerged, and as community

goals changed to be continually relevant and responsive to the
need.s of the neighbourhood.

Despite these attempts to create an innovative and

effecLive planning process both the approach to planning and

the Plan itself were characteristic of comprehensive planning.
This was apparent in the methods of data collection and analysis
to create a community profile, in the identification of problems,
and in the forrnulation of goals and policies to guide the ensuing
process - rt is also apparent in the structure of the pran in
its separation of issues for more effective policy formulation,
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and in the treliance en traditionAL fand use controls to
implement the policies contained within the plan. rn fact,
the process closery reflects the original comprehensive

plan, defined by Alfred Bettman in Ig2B.

A city plan is a master, design for the physical
development of the t.erritory of the city.- Itconstitutes a plan for the division or lrre rand
between public and private uses, specifying thegeneral location and extent of new public lmprove-ments, ground-s and structures, such as new, widenedor extended streets, boulevards, parkways or otherpublic utilities and the location- ot puËtic buildingssuch as schools, fire stations, policä stations, anãin the- case of private developm".rts, the g,eneraldistribution amongst various ò1-=ses of uÃes, suchas residential, business, and industrial uses. Thep.Ian should be designed for a considerable periodin the f uture, twenty-f ive to f if t.y years. rt shouldbe based, therefore, upon a comprehensive and detailedsurvey of things as they aïe at the time of planning,such as the existing distribution of existing develõp-ments' both public and private, the trends tóward ,eldistribution and growth of population and industry,
and business, estimates of future trends of growthand distribution of population and industry, and theallotment of the territory of the city in åccordancewith all such data and eslimated trends r so as toprovide the necessary public facilities and thenecessary area for private devel0pment correspondinqto the needs of the community, present and präsp".tírre.43
correspondingly, the adherence to comprehensive planning

principles and techniques weakened the process in dealing with
the "intervening variabres" or problems externar to the pro-
cess, leacing to its ultimate failure. For exampre, opposition
from residents, politicians, and the administration was neither
considered nor accommodated in the process and therefore, it
lacked the means to deal with these when they surfaced.

The tradit.ional comprehensive process is neither equipped

nor adaptecl for use in older areas of the city where conflicts
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cf interest and political and administrative interventions
must be incorporated into the process or dealt with directly
and strategicially. rn the River-osborne District, the public
and loca1 politicians were only involved on a superficial-
basis; the Plan was politically unpopular, ar_ienating man:¡

residents (the property owners) and locar- poi_iticians/ and

threatening in terms of the binding legal effect it wourd have
if and when implemented. obstacles such as these \,vere not
considered by the planning Group, and the District plan was

defenseless against them. rt was hoped that the process would
be exempt from conflicts of this sort, and that when the plan

was approved for implementation, it would have the 1egal effect
to be immune to these interferences. This clearly was not
possibler âs the experieirce demonstraLes.

The time, energy, and. resources which were expended

accomplished little but the education of participants on the
procedures of traditional city planning. These resources woulcl

have been much more productive in educating and involving re-
sidents in the process, and. resolving district problems to
provide legitimacy to the planning process by proving, to
politicians and the public, the effect of pranning. The plan

could' have been represented by a less comprehensive statement
of what the area was atternpting to achieve in taking a specific
course of action, to represent the process instead of a guide
for inplementation
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Alternative appro4ches \,úere. available as will be

demonstrated j-n the following chapter. For examplef Harry

Lash, in an experimental approach to planning in the Greater

Vancouver Regional District, states that "the plan is the

process.""(it is) the sum of what you have decided to do at
any given moment in time .u44 rts utility, then, lies not in
describing all pranning action which will take place in the

next five, tenr or fifteen years, but representing the stage

which the process has reacired. rt would state what is being

done in the area and how this contributes to the achievement

of the area's goals. Thus, "the process does not produce a

"plan" but a sequence of st::ategic actions that deal- with a

rang'e of time horizons from tomorrow to the long term.u45

The advantages of this approach are readily apparent in
the experience in the River-osbor-ne District. rnitially, the

process had the support of many residents, planners, the city
administration, and council-lors. This support coul_d have been

channelled in a more positive constructive directj-on to attempt
to solve problems in the area and deal with conflic--s as they

surfaced. A strategy for planning in the area could have been

developed, utilizing this support, recognizing and dealing with
the real opportunities and limitations to planning.

A strategy, in fact, was exactly what the area required,
in view of the problems which were encountered in the planning

process. Altshuler identifies three "powerful social- rnechanisms,'

with which planners must come to terms.
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especially when their support lay with the tresidents who were

in opposition to the plan. consequently, the modifications
made to the Plan (by the Community Committee) were also
inevitable. The community committee and the Legal Deaprtment

of the City of Winnipeg revised the Plan to make it less binding,
1ega1ly, and more popuS-ar, politically. while this destroyed
the process, it established the power of the local councillors
in the decision-making process in the area.

V. DISCUSSION

The River-Osborne District Plan represents the product
of the pranning process, starting in rg73 and ending in 1976

when the revised draft of the plan was completed. while the
intent was to prepare the plan as a first step in planning in
the district, external circumstances disrupted the process so

that it did not continue beyond the initial phase of plan
preparation.

This approach reflects both positivetry and negatively
on the process. The plan was perceived as a first step in a

continuing planning process; it would have been utilized as a

binding' comprehensive tool for reference and. direction in the
implementation phase of the process. The intent was that plan-
ning would not be random or sporadic but would syst.ematically
deal with all of the problems in the neiqhbourhood. Had the
Plan been implemented in its originar form, it wourd have been

successful in this respect. However, t.Llis remains as only a
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1' the' necessity of g¿ining support frorn poriticians whoavoid controye¡sy and "ôopeìätion fron of,ficiats inthe operating departments-- .,,
2" the lega1 and financial restraintsgovernment..., and

upon the city

3. the lack of executive authority wíthin the planningagencY. 46

The restrainLs create obstacles to the pr_anning process. rn
this regard, Altshuler contini.ies that ,,restraints make stra_
tegies necessary- - -the rnodern planner, therefore, when he
reaches positions in which he bears responsibility for formula_
ting the politicar strategy, must decide his general approach
to the problems posed by politics .u47 rn the River-osborne
district, the major obstacles to planning can be rel-ated directly
to the politics of the situation. The absence of a strategy
with which to overcome these obstacles l-ed to the ultimate
fail-ure of the process.

The planning'process indicated both positive and negative
elements. The positive elements mainly involved the initial
objectives of planning in supporting public participation, the
preparation of a plan to guide neighbourhood development and
change, and tire establishment of an ongoing process with a

Plan which would be regurarly revised and updated to remain
relevant and responsive to the needs of the community. These
objectives reflect a positive approach to neighbourhood plan-
ning but were never achieved because of the weaknesses inherent
in the process

The process encountered problems because of its failure
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to involve the rnajority of local residents and politicians
in planning. without the invol-vement of these groups, the

Plans did not represent the interests of all those people who

would have been affected by it. In addition, the process

followed a rigid model- of goal identification, policy formula-
tion, and progiram development. Tt subsequently lacked. a

strategy to dear with conflicts of interest and to adapt to
unanticipated restraints (created by time and resource limita-
tions arrd the intervention by local politicians). The weak-

nesses, then, became apparent as planning progressed., and. were

instrumental i¡l the defeat of the plan.

The case study is important in illustrating that the
process, rather than the pran, \^/as the fundamental_ part of
planning. The conprehensive style of planning fol_lowed in the
River-osborne District indicated two primary components: the
planning process and the District plan. However, the plan was

a product of the process. rn fact, in this particular case,

the Plan became subordinate to the process and most problems

and conflicts arose over the conduct of the process. rn the
f inal anlaysis, the importance lay in hor.r the plan was pre-
pared, who contributed to it, who supported it, and how it
represented the attitudes and interests of all affected. .a

plan prepared under the comprehensive process may not vary
markedly in form on content from one prepare,f und.er any

alternative process. However, the failure of the process to
deal with certain neighbourhood problems and resolve resident
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and political confli cts predetermined the 4ttitudes and per-
ceptions of the Plan" The obstacles which the plan encountered
at the neighbourhood, community committee, and council levels
were inevitable considering these weaknesses.

on the basis of these observations the hypothesis is
proven" rn River-osborne, the process embodied in the com-

prehensive style of planning cou1d not deal with the problems
and conflicts in planning and therefore contributed directly to
the failure of the District plan

Vf . SUMMARY A}üD CONCLUSIONS

chapter four reviews and analyzes the River-osborne
District planning process, interpreting the experience in the
context of comprehensive techniques and principles. several
basic concl-usions are therefore in order to compJ_ete the
analysis.

1. The development of the River-Osborne District ref]ects
the complex interaction of historical phenomena, public
involvement (planning and political influences), private
development, and a strong, voluntary community effort. These

influences continue to pervade at the present time.
2- The planning process encountered problems due to:

tine constraints
resource limitations
resident conflict and withdrawal from the processadministrative opposition, and

- political pressures.
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These created obstacles to planning which could not be dealt
with in the context of comprehensive.

3 " The pl-anning group attempted to deverop policies and

programs for planning independentl-y of public and political
involvement. This method of policy formulation was detrimental
to the process as it led directly to resident conflict and

withdrawal and administrative and political opposition.
Policies resul-t from the interaction of a varietyof interests, and their formation cannot be
centralized within a single p1an, agency or bodyof government. It is not realistic to ãxpectstrategic and operational policies governing the
complex functions of city government to be formallyarticul-ated within a single p1an.4B

4. The process lacked a strategy for making choices among:

alternative policies, dealing with conflicts within the com-

munity, preventing political opposition (and dealing with it
when this occurred) , and adapting to unforeseen circumstances.

rn reference to this weakness, Altshuler observes that "re-
straints make strategies necessary", and "men develop strategies
in order to chart paths of least resistance toward their ob-
jectives ' .49 with a strategy

sensible choices can be made at the level of individualpolicies and the way they fit together into a strategy.rn such a process, it. is possibre to test each decisiónagainst the factual, technical, and politicat criteria.This process can produce a scenario, but is the resul_t,the illustration of all decisions being made during the
Process.50

5. The greatest weakness in the planning process ltras its
intentional detachment from politics and incapacity for public
participation. These were both detrimental in identifying goals
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and resolving the conflicts the¡eof, and in guioing the process
Loward ñìore positive. realistic objectives and policies. The

neqlect of these components was most important in leading to
the failure of the planning process.
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CHAPTER V

AT,TERNATTVES

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of Chapter five is to explore some

alternatives for planning in the River-osborne District.
while an analysis of the District planning process was done

in the previous chapters, the thesis would be incomplete with-
out the exploration of some alternatives for planning in the
area

The chapter initially reviews two successful planning
experiments in the Greater Vancouver Regional District and j-n

rnglewood (calgary). These are both significant in dealing
with problems and obstacles similar to those encountered in
planning in the River-osborne District. rt then presents the
model developed by Ruth Mack for planning for uncertainty, usefu1
for planning in River-osborne. These are followed by a statement
of basic principles for planning, derived from these experiences
and tailored to the River-osborne situation. Following this, a

series of alternative actions wili be proposed whi-ch could have

meant the difference between success and failure in the acceptance
of the River-osborne District plan and which coul_d serve as

suggested guidelines for any future District plans in the city
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of, 'rlinnj-peg

II. P],ANNING TN A TIUMAN WAY: T}IE GREATER VANCOU\IER REGIONAL
DISTRICT

The experience with planning in the Greater Vancouver
Regional District (G.v-R-D.) represented a search for a more
effective means of participatÍon and communication in pranning.
rt began with four basic convictions of the plan.r"r=.1

There must be a better way for planners to work wit.hpoliticians than the traditionai stand-off, where the"expert. presents take-it-or-1eave-it solutions whoseworkability he leaves up to the poli-tician, u,i.iiä"Itãpolitician wonders why Lrre damn þlann"rs ráròl neverseem to proCuce anirthing that reãt1y works.
There mus! be a q/ay to relate what people want to theplan so that people can understand how their liveswi]l be affected.
There *n:! be ways of coming to grips with people,sreal problems that work better than the ,o.ri"g game.

There mus! be a way Lo avoid confrontations andviolent clashes belween the citizenry and the municipalancl regional governments, some way to use conf r-ictconstructively to produce better þt_ns.
rn seeking the answers to these problems, the planners

found a new process involving a different kind of plannirg. rt
is based on the concept of human relations in plannirg. Lash
presents this as a "six-sided triangle', incorporating the public,
the politicians, and the planners linked by a system of inter_
action and dialogue.2
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This structure protects the process as each group contributes
equally throughout the process; a weakness in one (to live up

to its commitment in plannirg) becomes quickly apparent, leading
to a change then -- before the communication system breaks down.

Each group expresses its goals, expectations, and proposars for
planning. These are discussed. and any conflicts are resol-ved
before they become problematic, resulting policies are more

like1y to have the support of all groups.

The effective use of the six-sided triangte led to
superior results in planning in the G.v.R.D., in improving +-he

chances for implementation of plans and policies. The conclu-
sions of the exploration affirmed the initial convictions of
planners as the ways to resolve these problems were discovered.

III. EVERYMAN THE PLANNER: INGLEWOOD

Everyman the planner is an account of an experimental
planning process in a deteriorating, inner citl- neighbourhood
in calgary. The purpose of the experiment was to demonstrate
the differences between traditional and participational community

planning. It proyided a model for: shifting the traditional role
of the planner and his responsibility from the pLanning depart-
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ment (or city hall) to the citizenso Acco¡ding to the nodel,
the planner becomes the r,facilitator of the process of com-

munity planning" rather than the "creator of the planr,.3
Every member of the community (who so wishes) becomes a
planner.

Participational planning is a process that must berooted in the community, and a process that must befunded at the community leveI, independent of pr_a'ningprocesses that occur at larger scales of urban, regioñal,and national planning.4
The process requires financial and professional assistance in
its initial stages to support the education of residents for
effective participation and commitment to planning.

The thesis states as its theme that ,,a community planning
process is a very different thing from the process of creating
a community plan-"5 This process (a moving process) has major
advantages over the more or ress static plan. rt is more able
to accommodate the modern phenomenon of rapid environmentar_

chnage while being continually responsive to the ,,varues and

desires of the planned-for" as these "rrolrre.6 A continuing
planning process, when set in motion with -rhe assistance of
professionally trained planners, can be maintained indefinitely
under the responsibility of the community.

IV. PI,AìrÌrifi'r-G FOR UNCERTAINTY

The decision-making model developed by Ruth Mack is based
on the theory that the process must be tairored specifically to
the nature of the planning problem. she staLes that most urban
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problems are highly unstructured and require â pârticipatiye,
human-oriented approach (as opposed to that taken in the com-
prehensive style of planning). The process is defined as
DOSRÀP (Oeliberative; Ongoing; Staged; Recursive; and Adminis_
trative; P is for process) and deveJ-oped in response to un_
certainty in the planning environment.

A type of alternative. frequentr-y slighted underuncertain conditions is otie thal tends to be advan_cive' Behavior that generates advancive alternatj_vesis discontended with i""ti""=l ia is irrv.nlive, seeking,learning; it features innovation, attention to motiva_tion, rng-ro rhe growing .d;;-;ï know-how. rr is norrisk-avoiding; it tends Lo ãxtend the world of theactual toward further reaches of the poss:_rre .1"""
Briefly, DosR-A,p represents a process of decision-making

which is based on five principle features. B

1. Deliberative:

2. Ongoing:

3. Staged:

4. Recursive:

5. Administrative;

involves thoughtful consideration andstriving, interpersonal strategies ofa broadly political nature.
perception of and. effort to solveproblems take time and reveal nelrproblems (spatial and time dimensional)
the process runs through five stages:problem recognition

formulation of alternativesdecision proper
effectuation
correction and implementation

continuous (staged) cycle starts overafter initial completion.

activities are closely related to otheradministrative procedùres .

The process is most effectiVe in qualitative analysis, focusing
on human judgment and political invol-vement in decision_paking.
to make it useful- for planning in River-osborne. rt has become
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a popular model for decision-rnaking in numerous situations
(usually involying administrative bodies) and has had highly
successful results 

"

V. PRINCTP:I,ES F.OR AN AT,TERNATIVE PIANNTNG SITE

This sect-ion proposes some basic principr-es for an

aiternative planning sty1e. These principles have been derived
from the lessons learned in other experiences with planning
(discussed above) and respond directly to the problems encoun-
tered i-n the River-osborne District planning process.

1. Local politicians must be invorved in the planning
process' Politicians should be active in the process from the
beqinning to represent community interests, articulate political
biases and expectations, and guide the process toward a more

positive reception by the city council (to defend it if necessary) .

There must be political commitment to the general goarsif the public is to berieve anything wilr rråpp"" andif the planner knows what he oüght to do .,.*tiÞ'^
2 - The members of the community must be encouraged and

assisted to take a more active, influential role in the planning
process. Their contribution is fundamental in problem iden_
tification, goal formulation, and especially program or polJ_cy

effectuation -

3 - The role of the planner must change correspondingly to
accommodate the involvement of the public and the politicians.
rn these terms, the human relations mode1, expressed by Lashrs
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six-sided triangle, should êgain he refertred to, The development
of effective communication links between the planners, the
politicians, and the public is essential in the plannì_ng process.
The planner becomes the primary facilitator of this sytem, to
guide the process of communj-ty planning.10

4' The purpose of goals shoul-d be expanded to include ,,tar-
getsrr or specific day-to-day planning goals which are capabre
of immediate implementation with little cost or effort.
These are more politically expedient, more real_istic in terms
of their achievement, more popular to the community members who

can see the resurts of plannirg, and provide credibility to the
planning process when action is taken and improvements are made

in the community.

5- corresponding to the formuration of ,,targets,, for planning,
the process should concentrate more on immediate action to re-
spond to planning problems as they emergie. Direction is still
provided by a statement of community goals or expectations so
that early action is in accordance with basic strategies. This
convinces the public of the strength in the planning process
and the politicians of the advantages of supporting the planning
process. Essentialry, the achievement of positive, constructive
action draws more commitment (public and political_) to planning
to truly facilitate an ongoing process

6. The programs and resources within the community must be
identified and developed to facilitate the planning p,rocess
For example, a network of communlty organizations is a basic
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resource which should neither be oyerlooked nof underrated in
the planning process. The organization of residents is essential
to facilitate strong participation in the planning process and
fulIy utilize the communi.cation network (as proposed by the six_
sided triangle); the existing level of organization provides
great potential for effective participation if directed in the
proper manner.

7 - The process of community planning should be clearry
distingruished from that of preparing a community plan. A moving,
continuous process of decision-making (such as that represented
by DosRÀ'P or in rnglewood) better accommodates changing environ-
mentar circumstances, locar conflicts, and changing goals than
does a static plan. Accordingly, the process should be directed
at resolvingi problems, creating action programs, and. achieving
a strong system of communication and organization as opposed
to producing a traditional p1an. The plan should represent
the process itself.

B. The resources and assistance of both local and senior
levels of giovernment are essential to support the deveropment
of a planning process with the above characteristics. whire
promising more positive results, the process requires more

time, org'anization, and. commitment than does the traditional
process. This is especially important in its initial stages
to develop the strong participational eJement required for its
sustenance.
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VI. ELEMENTS OF A}ü ALTERNATI. PROCESS FOR RIVER-OSBORNE

on the basis of the above principles, the planning
process for the River-osb.orne District should embody the follow-
ing steps. They are expressed in terms of three basic phases:

1. Community Organization
2" Involvement of politicians
3. Community planning

1. Community Organization

The process of community orgranization involves the
establishment of interaction beLween planners and the community

and the development of effective communication both between these
giroups and within the community itself. planners must gain the
confidence of residents through these means, to facil-itate the
process- The initia] objective is the education of residents
or the development of their awareness and understanding of
planning techniques, the purposes of organization, and of the
focal points of decision-making power -- the Council and Community

Committee, therefore, the politicians.

a)

b)

several means are proposed to achieve these objectives.
A permanent community planning office should be opened toestablish the planning process i-n the neighbourrroãa. rtwould be in a highly accessible l-ocat.ion ánd open bothduring the day and in the evenings for t.he coni¡enience ofresidents. rnfoririation on Lhe pÍanning process and com-munity events, and advice on matters reräting to fianningwould be provided

Contacts with Various conmunity organizations sÌrould be madeto draw them into the planning proðess and directly reach abroad _spectrum of community m"*ber=. Formal organizationsinclude:
-.Church groups

Daycare-Cooperative
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Senior Citizens groups
Tenants Associations
F.R. Recreation Association
Osborne St. Bus. AssociatÌon

The process sh9u1{ be. very well pubricized to i-nform arlresidents of the initiat.iãl gt a p1an, the approach beingtaken, and the means by which to þarticipate-in it. Thiscal1s upon thg various agents of Lhe media, both 10ca1and metropolitan

d) Frequent and regular meetings shourd be held, both at thecommunity level and through smarler organizaiiorr" whichhave speãific interests.
The objective of this is to draw a large proportion of the
community into the process and to develop the organization
which presently exists on a smalrer scale. The existing
org'anization within the neighbourhood is a fundamental- resource
in the process of community organization and represents the
predominant means by which this can be developed.

The experience in rnglewood, calgary should be noted
for its method of community organization. This invol-ved severaf
basic steps, including the following:

community definition (identification of thebasic elements of the community __ physical,social, political, and economiã),

analysis of communitlr definition,
awareness of comrnunity definition, and
value decisions about community definition(the positive and negative u=på"i" of thecommunity) .

These were discussed at community meetings, at which the entire
community was representedr so that residents were able to work
out their objecùives for the neighbourhood and reach a consensus
on their goals for pianning.

c)
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Through these means pl4nnegs become more familÍar with
the basic elements of the neighbourhood, begin to understand

1ocal residents, and identify with them. By gaining their
confidence, the pl-anners are better able to contribute informa-
tiop, specialized knowledge and skii-1s, and convince residents
of their cumulative power. Residents, on the other hand,

contribute information gained through experience in the area,
their values, and goals for the area. The process involves
intense communication between planners and residents r âs well
as amongi residents themselves. Basic conflicts within the
community will surface and should be resolved through discus-
sion, deliberation, and compromise.

Through this process, the residents understand the role
of the community in the planning process and the role of the
formal decision makers in planni.g. They should form a Neigh-
bourhood Planning Group which represents the community, and

develop a strategy to involve the local politicians in planning.
Finally, the community "acts',.

2. Involvement of politicians

The involvement of tocal politicians is the most important
ingredient in planning and the most difficult to obtain. rt
depends on a high leve1 of community organization and. cohesion.
The media for communicating with Iocal politicians (in the Fort
Rouge Community Committee),, especia-ly the councillor representing
the River-Osborne planning district, include the Neighbourhood



a) The most effective of these is the utilization of the elec-toral power of residents to make demands on local politicians,leavi-ng them no choice.in participating i., pirr.ring. simplystated , if these councillois will'not support planning andparticipate actively in the procã=", others wirr. otherless direct means *ãy =r.,pp1eirent or precede this acti_on.
b) Politicians shourd be invited to chair community meeti'gs,sit on boards, committees, and to become members of theNeighbourhood planning Group; their involvem";a-must initiallybe directed by rhe communit!. rrrã-"nj"ãli"ä-"r rhis is roestablish interaction betweän politicians and residentsthrough direct contact.
c) Planners -should refer to the planning legislation in thecity of I'rrinnipeg Act which =tãt"= lnu role of poriticians(council) in thé planning pr"""==.- This suggests moreinvolvement than simply approving the p1ans.
d) The Resident Àdvisory Group has direct links with the commu-nity committee (according Lo the iãgi"lation) and shourdutilize this to tepr.s.nI. the neighbourhood through continualcontact with the Community CommitÉee.

e) Finally, individuar-s in the neighbourhood shourd approachcouncillors on an informal basié 
r¡¡vu¿q

A unified effort is inherent in this process. rf councillors

Planning Group, the Fort
specific community groups

Several means are

planning process.

The expectations of residents
should be clearly communicated to the

ll3
Rouge. Resident AdVisory Group,, planners,

r ând individual residents.
proposed to draw politicians into the

rf they

in plan-

respond to these "invitations" or contacts, their role in plan-
ning should be firmry established by the community.
remain skeptical 0r opposed to actively participating
ning, residents must state their electoral power¡ âs initially
proposed.

towards the Jocal politicians
latter. They must be active
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in planning, inte¡4cting with residents and pr4nne¡s on an

equal and consistent basis to be compretely aware of the
objectives of the community and guide the process towards
positive reception by council and the civic administration.
Their support is essential at both of these levelsr âs they
form the link between the neighbourhood and the city. Thus

1ocal politicians must also represent the interests of the
metropolitan area as a whole¡ âs seen by councilr so that
local planning goals are realistic in terms of the broad
interests of the city. councillors contribute ideas, advice,
and information on planning in this capacity; their support of
planníng recommendations or proposals should follow from
this involvement.

when political involvement is ensured., the process
should proceed to the i:hird basic phase.

3. Community planning

whire this phase is not a distinct, segmented one,
having been initiated in the preceding phases and adapting to
changing circumstances as they arise, it forlows a basic
pattern as represented below. rt largely follows the model
developed by Mack (DosRA,p) for decision-making and draws from
the experience in both the G.V.R.D. and rnglewood, calgary.
rt should initially be stated that the process is "deliber_
ative", involving close, interpersonal communication and

cooperation between the principle qctors -- the residents,
politiciansf and planners. It is also "ongoingifl in that new
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pIoblems are constantly identified and incorporated into the
process as it progresses. Acco¡ding to DOSR_AP, it is also
"recursive" or starts over after initial goals are achieved
or as the initial cycle is complete. Thus it becomes con-
tinual as planning never ends; the problems or the situation
may change as time goes on but the process continues to adapt
to accommodate these.

1. Problem Recognition: Problems in the community areidentified Ey-þTãnñers, politicians, and resideñts,all of whom have slightly different perceptions ofthe neighbourhood and itÁ basic eremänts. This rargetyfollows from community definition and var_u"ti;; ã".í"n-community organi zation
Goar rdentification: The perception of neighbourhoodproET@ identiiication of goals. This isprimarily done by the community and politicians on anequar basis. rt involves compiomise among variousinterest groups in the neighb-ourhood, and of rocalinterests with metropolitañ interestå. choices must bemade in this case to dear with confricts which wir_linevitably arise. These should be made in the context
3f.. strategy. for neighbourhood development, worked outbetween politicians, residents, and plãnners. Goalswill be of two principle types -- targets or operationalgoa1s, and long-range goals -- corresponding t; thenature of the problem they address.
pgil"V=fory,uf"t : This stage involves the develop-ment of alternatives or policies to translate neigh'-bourhood goals into propósals for action. once again,tfe prilcipre actors are the residents and politiõians;the politicians who have the ultimate decision-makingpower in regards to these pol_icies contribute valuabl-eadvice and information in Lrteir formuration- A;;i;,choices which must be rr-rade will correspond to thegeneral planning strategy" policíes rilt ¡e of twoprinciple types- Those-ielating to targets wir-l impryimmediate action and should be áirected to the .pprä-priate administr-atiVe departnlent, service agency t orlocal group which has been formed to deal ,itr, Ëf".i-ri"proble¡r¡s, Those rerating to lang range goals *iii-¡"presented to Council for approval,

)

3.
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Decision Powert The Counci I of. the City of Winnipeg
ffiity to approve or reject tËe policies ;

proposed by the Neighbourhood planning Grouþ. Thosepolicies approved wirl be implemented in thã neigh-bourhood; those rejected must be rnodifÌed, redefínedand presented a second time for approval.

Those policies approved by Councilwill be translated into þrograms anã ai"ected to theappropriate agency, administrative department, orlocal group f or implementation. The formaüi.on of localworking groups or Neighbourhoód Development Corporationsis important in implementation as many programs willrequire local initiative when suitabl*e ãepãrtments oragencies do not exist or do not consider Lhese a priority,despite political support.

Again, these stages wilt not be as distinct as represented above.

At any point there may be unanticipated defeats or achievements

which will take the process back to the initial_ stage or, con-
versely, cause it to move more quickly through subsequent

stages - The point is that the process rnust be flexible or
adaptable to follow these stages only as a basic proced.ure.

New problems should not disrupt planning according to this
model, but be dealt with in the above manner even while pro-
gress is made in other areas. Major conflicts which disrupt
the process will be avoided as long as the communication links
are maintained, and cooperation and compromise are understood.

VÏI. LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

The following are a series of proposars which could be

presented to council to estabrish the planning process (described

above) in the River-osborne Area, under the existing legislation.

E Implementation:
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1. Tl" City shall open a conmunity pJanning office in theRiver-Osborne neighbourhood, * È

it shalt be staffed with one fur-i--time and two part-timeemployees for .receptionist and secretarial prr"på=.=,two planners (the number depending upon dernands) shallwork¡ or a full-time basis, in trrá pranning office;the office^shaIl be provided with ,å=orr""= for printingand other functions ielating to pfãnnirg;the off ice shal1 maintain píarrni.rg records, informationfor the public, and any other aetáits of the planningprocess i -
funds shafl be provided for these functions.

community meetings sha11 be held on a regular basis (thetimes and locatións agreed.upon by pianners, politicians,and residents) for developing 
""**,-,"ify participation andorganization and other ptãnnlng purpo=å=.

all interests (planners, potiticians, and community groups)must be represented at meetings for åecisions to be mad.eregarding planning;
record's will be kept on the pïogress of the meetingsconcerning attendance, publið pãrticipation, and specificplanning endeavors i these wili be reported to council ona regular basis;
a Neighbourhood. planning Group will be established as aresult of tlg:" meetingé, comþrised of resident", -afr"
locaI councillor, _and þt..,r,.rè (B_10 members, elåcted bya procedure agreed upon at meetings);
fh" Neighbourhood ptãnning Group wirl represent theinterests of the entire .rãighuoürr,ooã and shar_l be recog_nized by Council as such; it shall b; considered alegitimate planning body with tlre authority to *-kurecommendations to council and to make decisions on pro-girams where these do not require Council "pprã"ãf (to bereferred directly to rhe appropriate r*pr"må"¿i;; body).

The role of tire 1ocal councir-lors in planning sharl beagreed upon by the community and thesã councill.rs. ïfnecessary, councillors shal1 be allotted special time andresources to attend community meeting.s, to be availabi_e f ordiscussion and consur-tation, ancl proiiá" information andassistance to residents and plannärs.

)

Ã Ãccording to the
the River-Osborne
and foLlow the di
which correspond

rections in the
to Actions Area

City of Winnipeg Acty1ans.

amendments to the City of Win¡ipeg Act,area shall be aesffi Area
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Action Area p14n rneans the statenent of the cityrspolicies and proposals for the comprehensiye tråatmentduring a period prescribed in it "i an action area asa whole or part of the area, or by the establishmentand implementation of a social deielopment progru* o,partly by oTe and partly by another mãthoa,- _rrá theidentification of lhe types of treatments selectedand may be expressed in lexts, maps t ot irlustrati-ons.
This will be interpreted as follows:

the "plan" or 'tstatement of the cityrs policies andproposals" shall be flexible and represent the planningprocess as it progresses, thus subjãct to constantupdating and revision;
"social development program" shall include communityorganization which is a basic objective of prannirn,"types of treatments" selected fór t.he deveiopment ofthe area sharl be decided upon by the NeighboürhoodPlanning Group;
no final date sharl be set for the completion of a plan;the planning process wir-I srarr with "; ;ith;,ri-.'community plan for the area which incr-udes the River-Osborne neighbourhood;
a traditionar by-1aw will not be necessary to "estabrish,alter, amendror repeal" the ptan; the purpose of theby-law shal-l be to establish the'pranningi process andthe details and procedures thereoi;the River-osborne District plan wilr be regarded asinformation only; it wirl otherwise be divorced from theplanning process.

Any decisions concerning development applications, zoningchanges or amendments, ór other! which affect the River-Ozbonne area sha1l be deferred until the communj-ty (theNeighbourhood pranning Group) reaches agreement on policiesfor the development of the neighbourhooá and has thã oppor-tunity to study and discuss the proposals in reference tothese policies - Any subsequent ãpplications for develop-meltr zoning changes, etc., shall-be referrea iã ;ñ;Neighbourhood planning Group for a period of 30 days duringwhich the community sñall discuss tLe proposals, receiveconsultation, and reach a decision 
"o.rã"ririrrg tú" ""*ã.-

The Neighbourhood.planning_Group shall be allowed 30 daysto ?ppeal the decisions máde by council i"v"ivi"j ,À""*-mendations or proposals, if it so chooses

a special conmittee shall be established by council toconsider the appeals made by the group, if it takesthis recourse;
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lle
- êfiendments shall be, nìade to the Greater Winnipeg Deyefop_ment Plan i,f n5oposals cannot be co¡rqp¡oinised wi[rroutviolating the inlerests of the neighiourhood, ur,ã-:-tthe appeal committee agrees to t¡,e'sãm".
The council shal1 designate the area a special planningdistrict in order that a portion of the local tax revenuesmay be allocated to the cõmmunÌty !" support the plannj_ngprocess. The terms of this. sha1l be agiãed upon Ly counciland the Neighbourhood planning Croup. 

-'

The procedure for pr-anning in the area will be as forlows:
1) a process 

"I -"gt*unity organization will be conducted.,with the establishmenl of a Neighbourhood planning
Group,

2) councillors sha1l become involved in the planning process,3) goals will be defined by the community,, concerniág thedevelopment of the neigñbourhood,4) policies will be formulated on túe basis of these goals(by residents, planners, and politicians),5) working groups ànð,/or a NeighLourhood Developmentcoroc,ration (affiliated with the Neighbourrroäa eianningGroup) may be formed for purposes of ad.rninisteringspecific programs,
poricies requiring legislative approval will be referredto the Council for this purpose,
programs which reflect these policies will be developedby_ the Neighbourhood planning' e roup , 

-with 
corrrr"ii -.ppro-

va1, for implementation by an appropriate body.

CONSIDERATTONS

6)

7)

VÏIT.

The action described in these recommendations can only
create a framework for resident involvement and community action.
Public participat.ion cannot be legislatedr âs the experience
with Resident Advisory Groups in Winnipeg (created under the
legislation for Unicity) demonstrates; neither can
representation in planning. However. they can be

under an approach to planning which is comnitted to these

be political

faci litated

object'ives. The comprehensive land-use model utir-ized in plan-
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ning in River-osborne could not inspire the public or politicar_
involvement which was required to sustain the planning process
between 1973 and 1976. Therefore, the present approach is most
important in facilitating thís component to a greater extent
than had the previous one, by making it a primary objective
and dedicating a major part of the process towards its develop-
ment..

rn River-osborne, active public and political participa-
tion depend upon a number of conditions which can neither be
predicted nor guaranteed under existing or alternative legisla-
tion in the city of winnipeg. rt will be dependent upon the
political culture of the area or the propensity of the community
for progressive action and changre.

The personalities and groups are crucial to the progress
of planning in the District. They will determine the contri-
bution of each group of participants, the communication and
cooperation between them, and the general atmosphere or climate
for planning. First., the commitment of planners to these
objectives will be essential to stimulate public interest and
invol-vement' and to monitor the process on an ongoing basis
(especially the activity of the politicians and local- residents).
second, the attitude of politicians will be reflected in their
receptivity to plannirg, their cooperation with planners and
residents, ancj their ongoing support of the plan.

Third, and most important, is the willingness of the
public to becomc involved in planning the community. A high
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level of politicial consciotlsneEs trs a fund4¡r1s¡¡a1 conponent
j-n planningr and will either rrrake the processf or see it regress
to a traditional one, directed by planners because of apathy
or disinterest of the public. This consciousness resuLts from
cultural and historicar facto::s and is unique to each city in
canada and within each area of these citiesr âS history has
,L2snown' rn River-osborne, the interest and involvement of

the public is hÍgh¡ r€lative to the rest of winnipeg. This
may be attributed to the large concentration of young ,
socially concerned, and political-Iy active individuals, many
of whom are associated with the universities and many others
who have, over the years, shown a recurrent interest in the
area's development. This is evidenced by the commitment to
community development (through voluntary contribution to local
service organizations) as well as by the interest in the
District pr-an, both the supporters and the opposers of the
Plan

Thus whire participation cannot be predicted with a
high degree of accuracy, the potential does exist within the
neighbourhood and shourd be developed in a positive, delibera_
tive manner- the action proposed by these recommendations
will not guarantee a planning process with public participation
and political involvement. The proposals serve to facilitate
this processi its success wilr depend upon the community
consciousness involving individuals and groups: their attitudes
and commitment to planning.
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EI,E¡,El\ru TBADITICDTAL APPROACÍT ALTEm{AT¡VE APPROA*I

C'oa1s - broad, long-range _ targets and long_range goals
- form:1ated by planners - fornnrlated by connunier

Ocjectives - develo¡xrent and land- - develop planning processuse ccaltrol 
- achieve c.crmunity goals

Process - segr.rented - s¡rontaneous

- ongoing- i¡rflexible

plan _ static _ flexible and changing
- giuides i:rplenentation - represents the process

Coununication - weak - strongi between public
planners and politicians- directive (tcp-dcnvn)

Conflists - ccxrprcmised by planners _ resolved through ccnnnrnica_
- dis.rprive 

;ilTriLT:Pr:iH:"Jä
planners

Pl-anner - directs planning process - facilitator

Ptùlic - peripheral role
- consultation

Pol-itician - separate

- active parL.icipants

- little i¡rvolvenent
- actively involved
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12. For further information on this subject, see
Gilbert A" Stelter and Alan F.J. Artibise, The Canadian City
(Toronto: McClelland an Stewart Limited, 19m
Artibise compare urban development and reform in major Cana-
dian cities and discuss Urban Society in detail, Lo present
the human element of urban development and change. They also
provide a thorough bibliography of books and articles on
Canadian cities, categorized according to the major regions
in Canada, for further research on this subject.
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CHAPTER VT

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this thesis was to study and anaLyze
the planning process in the River-osborne District of winnipeg.
ïn undertaking this, a basic hypothesis which specified the
objectives of the research was initially constructed. The

hypothesis stated that:
The comprehensive style of pranning was unsuitablefor the nature of the planning problems in theRiver-osborne District. f t rás m-rrif ested i_n theweaknesses in the p.rocess and. finally, contributedto the failure of the plan

The research had both theoretical and practicar_
components. rt began with a literature review which stated
the dominant theories of comprehensive planning to provide a

framework for the study and analysis of the River-osborne
District planning process. The practical part of the thesis
consisted of the study and anarysis of this process to identify
the strengths and weaknesses of the approach to planning in
the area and analyze it in terms of the comprehensive style of
planning.

. The research confirmed the basic hypothesis
thesis. The comprehensive model prescribed the wrong

to planning in the River-Osborne District because of
of flexibility to adapt to the restraints encountered

of the

approach

its lack

in plan-
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ning and its incapacity in effective public pêrticipation and

political representation. It intensified confl-ict within the
community, drew opposition from the public and local politicians
and was completely inept in dealing with both.

The analysis of the experience in the River-Osborne
District was most useful in suggesting that the planning process
must be developed ín response to the problems and conditions
within the planning area, to deal with these directly and
strategically. rt also demonstrated the importance of public
and political involvement in planning by illustrating the
problems encountered without. it.

The alternatives proposed in chapter v suggest the
mears by which planning could become more effective in the
River-osborne area. Thcy are based on the conclusion that
the comprehensive process cannot be successfully adapted to
planning in inner city neighbourhoods with characteristics of
the River-osborne area. rt must be replaced entirely by an

alternative approach to pranning based on community organization
and participation, and political involvement. rn this case,
experience has proven that:

There are ways for planners to work with politiciansthat satisfy the needs of both, yet do nol subvertthe public interest; there are ways to plan withpeople- in ways that they can und.eistandl and moreways than the zoning game to solve the þeople,sproblems. conf licts can be used constrLcttivery.l
These ways have been explored to propose a more effective approach
to planning in the Rive¡--osborne planning district which attempts
to deal with neighbourhood problems in a strategic, participative
process.
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APPENDTX I

ZONING CATEGORTE'S fN RIVER.OSBORNE DI STRT CT

This District is intended for multiple dwellings,group and row drvellings, court apartments, aþartment hotelsand hotels, and other uses.such ãs private schools, hospitals,fraternity houses, etc. which are cämpatible with åucn multiple-family residential uses. rn aoditionl arl ,,R1,, District andtrR2rr District uses are also allowed. The minimum lot arearequired is 4,800 sguare feet and the minimum lot width 40 feet.The minimum lot.ar9a per dwelling unit is 800 =il";; foot andper bachelor unit is 4oo sguare ieet. The density proauced bythese requirements coul-d t?ry_ from approximately -6 ärvel1ing unitsper acre where there are single-family dwellingå to 55 aweÍtingylit= in apartment buildi"g=. containiig d.we1ling units onry to109 per acre in apartment buildings whére there are bachelorunits only. Generarly speaking, Éh" approximate density inapartment areas, because of the mix of ãwelIing units and bachelorunits, is 70 units to the acre.

"R3B-4" Multiple-Famill¡ District
This zoning is intended for high density apartment build-ings in areas located near the central gusiness District or othermajor centres of commercial activity. A limited ranqie of retaiiand personal service uses are permilted witlrin-irrã-ïårg", apart-

lent buildings prímarily to serve the occupants of these build-r-ngs

Assuming an average
space per suite, the density
between 77 per acre with 302with 100U usable open space.

of 1,000 sguare feet of building
of suites in this District can varyusable open space to L42 per acre

This District is intended to provide areas for commercialuses _serving the day_to day needs of pärsons living in adjoiningresidential areas. rt alsò permits tñe same type ór residentialuses allowed in rrR3r' Multiple-Family Districts-änd at the samedensities. There is a rieight limitåtion of 35 feet.
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I'C2 " Cgnmercial. pist.rict

This District is intended to provide for general retailuses not permitted in 'cll'| Limited commercial nistiicts andincludes all of the commerciar uses usually found in centralshopping districts¿ .ê.9. arnusement enterpri="=, hotels, auto-mobile service stations, commercial clubs, medical and dentalclinics. office, etc" rt also permits all of the 'rcl,, usesand the rrR3tr Multipl-e-Family oiãtrict uses at the same densities.There is no height limitation on buildings.

"C3" Commêrcial District
This is identical to the ,,C2

multiple family residential densities
as the "R4" District.

" District except that the
permitted are the same

roup District
This District is intended to stimulate the constructionof improved kincìs of commercial- development by providing gr".l.ifreedom of choice in the grouping of tÈe variãu-s types of com-mercial buildings. and by .permittíng maximum frexibiiity in siteplanning. rt is intendãd-primarilf for the development ofregional shopping centres. There ãre no stated ..äa, widthyard and height, etc..requirements, but plans are subject tothe approval of council. Thus devålopment is by compromise andagreement.

tt

This District is intended to provide for lightindustrial uses which are carried on within a building or whereany outside storage is enclosed by a wall or fence. This Dis_trict will be used to ensure that industrial .r".= present anorderly appearance when seen from adjoining trrorougilfares,highways and residentiar areas. Arr of thá uses pármitted inthe "c2' District are also permitted including thä residentialuses. There is a height limitation of 45 feeÉ. The lot arearequirements for residential uses are the same as the rrR3rr
District.

This is. a. general light ìndustriar district and isintended to provide-for very much the same uses as those in therrMf rt District but enclosure within a building is not required.other similar uses are permitted providing Ërr.y ãie ,rot
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obncixious or off,ensive. No res.idential uses are permitted
except living guarters for the use of watchmen and their
families employed upon the premises of an industrial establish-
ment" There is a height limitation of 85 feet"
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.APPENÐTX II

tnu orrrolit ""-**
rn order to permit proper imprementation and enforce-ment of the River/osborne Di;trict plän, only those portionswhich relate directly to land use controls wãuld be äaoptedin a District_plan ny-raw. The bulk of the report, showingbackqround informatiãn and Lhe. aeveiopÃent of policies,should be adopted for information 

";i;:
There fol-1ows a consolidation of the policies developedwithin the J-ext, which together with uap 2 ,,policies,, wouldform the By-law.

Non-residentiaf Encroachment

The city.shalt preclude encroachment by incompatibleuses upon the residential- environment and sha11 preclude theexpansion of existing incompatible uses in the nirr"i/o=borneDistrict.

The city shalr- ensure the provision of buffersbetween exisring incompatibre uses änd "dj;;";; ,esiae'tiardevelopmenL, where feaÈible, and sharl re[uire the provisionof buffers as a part of new residential development adjacentto these incompatibl_e uses.

Diversi-ty

The city shar-I make provision for the retention andrehabilitation of-existing reãidential buildings, wherefeasible, in an effort toiet.ai" 
""ighÈourhood character andto continue to accommodate the exisÉing poputation mix.

Rehabilitation Areas

The City shall designateshall encourage the rehabilifationwithin these areas, where feasible
The city sharl ensure that necessary new developmentwithin rehabilitation areas will conform to ihe existingscaler ând to.design standards which reinforce the desirableaspects of neighbourhood character, encouraging innovativedesign to achi-eve this conformity wi-tnl.r realistic economiclimits.

rehabilitation areas, and
existing dwellings
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Redevelopment .Areas

The City shall designate redevelopment areas, andshall encourage the replacement of existing incompatible
uses within these areas, where feasible.

The city sha11 ensure that new deveropment withinredevelopment areas will be compatibte with ad]acent develop-ment in terms of height, bulk, èet-backs, and yards, orother aspects of site coverage and configuratión, in an effortto maintain ihe overalr- spatial quality of the District
Congestion

The city shall ensure that any new development inthe district will not aggravate existing congestion, nor createcongestion visually, or in any support àervióes
Local Circul_ation

The city sha1l, through its transportation planners,consult with locar residents in defining improvementè to thelocaI circulation systems to facilitate ease of movement forpedestrian, cycIe, and local vehicul-ar traffic, and bringforward to the council- a comprehensive transportation program
embodying these improvements.

Parking

The City shali regulate both
to bettei. accommodate resident, guest

Non-loca1 Traffic

on and off-street parking
and service parking needs

The city shal-l- investigate means of reducing throughtraffic on River and stradbrook Avenues, recognizing theirstatus as essential components of the local clrculaÉion systemand the increasing effect of through traffic as a disruptlonof district integrity.

The city shall maintain osborne, Donard and Mainstreets as important connections linking rocal traffic withthe rest of the City.
The city sha11 make provision for the improvement ofaccess to non-loca1 facilities, as required, for þedestrian,cyc1e, bus and automobile modes



Recfeation Space

The City shall maintai n the
space in the District, shall acquire
may be nece-sary, and shall convertto recreation from other uses.

142

existing public recreation
such additional- space as

appropriate public spaces

The city shall ensure the provision of adequateuseable open space as a part of any new development in theDistrict.

The City shal1 devel_op the riverbanksshaIl ensure public access to the riverbanks atintervals, and shall preserve and enhance viewsthe rivers.

The City shall provide
within the District to meet the

Municipal Services

for public use,
reasonable
of, and from,

additional recreation facilities
diverge needs of the population.

The city shar-r provide an adeguate level of servicein the District, including the ,rec"==.iy operations and main-tenance associated with such services, ieflecting the higherdensity nature of the District
rt may be considered that certain specific programintent,ions should be included in the Districl plan ey-raw , ífthere is not another, more appropriate, means to adoþt suchprovisions. Further, the designãtion of Rehabilitatìon andRedevelopment Areas may requirã the incl_usion of Map 1 "sub-areas" as a Schedule.


